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July 9, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Personnel vVelfare Committee

FR0!\1:

SUBJECf:

Norma J. Stic~li-·!'1·!.-J
Assistant to th/Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Meeting

The first meeting of the Personnel Wdfare Committee will be July ::!3
at 1:00 p.m. in the McFall Center Chart Room. Agenda items will include the
following:
1.

Future meeting tirnes and procedures
\tVill 1:00 on the second and f,)urth Thursdays of the month
work for everyone?

2.

Agenda items for the year
One such item is attached: Interim Policy on Internal
Searches as approved by John Moore

3.

Preliminary discussi()n of the Health Care Task Force Report (see
attached comments from Josh Kaplan)

If you cannot attend the July ::!3 meeting. please give me a call (::!-::!91.5).
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July 23, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Ann Bowers
Chair, Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Norma J. Stickler;7?..t-tnL,;G/
Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee

SUBJECT:

PWC Meeting

At its meeting of July 23, the Personnel Welfare Committee reviewed
the first 13 recommendations of the Health Care Task Force Report. Items
one through ten and item thirteen generated very little controversy. Items 11
and 12 were similar in nature and in PWC has the following
recommendations.
·
• Rather than placing cumbers(llne restrictions on the coverage, there
should be a person hired to pwvide a "gatekeeper" flmction to assist
employees and providers in the best use of the mental health and
chemkal dependency ben,~fits. It seems possible that the gatekeeper
could work in conjunction with the Employee Assistance Program
recommended in #13.
•There should be a stated maximum out-of-pocket employee
expenditure on mental health coverage.
• All mental health out-patient visits should be covered at the same
rate because it is difficult to solve a serious problem in only three
visits. Further, there should be no disincentive to people seeking
assistance initially.
•There should be sufficient restrictions so that overly expensive/posh
facilities can be avoided while still providing competent care.

~)J
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HEJ10RANI>Ut·1

TO:

P. Mueller

FI~.m1:

Lo~i

.R. E. :

Insuranc8 Committee

S~humacher,

Payroll Accounting

I am S8ftding this m•SITJ•:· t,.:. r~.quest that. t.h-=.- In::::ur3.nce
Comn1it.t.ee b.~gin meeting ag:t.in as S•:•·:<n .'3.s p·:•ssibl·?., ::t.nd
t.hr.:.··Uf.{l-v::.ut. t.h•:. up·:::·:-mir.g A·:::~d•Sifd•::: Ye::tl".
I am ·:ery disappoint,·2.d ·th;:;.·L l:=;.=;t, A·:::3.d•=:mi·::: Year, \·le •:only m•3t. tHi<>::J.
I
l:nc,H I slK·uld ha?•S .::;.:.nt.::t·:·t.ed y.:.u and t.he ·:•t.her c•:•Ir.rr.i t.t.e.::l
m.smb·srs •:::3.r1i•sr ab.:.ut •:•ur 1:t·::.l: ·=·f s·:;h·sdt1.18d meetings, but.
I was under time contraints with the new HRS system.
I'm
not u:=. i ng- th :::t t. .:;,: :..n ~·~·:·:;1_\S•::J, but ·=·nly '3.5 ::tn e:-:p1 ::1nat i O:Hl
as to why I didn't speak up e'3.rlier.
Ho>:·7e'.'•Sr, I do f,::,.::-1 tha·t this ·::ommi tt•3 h:..s l:..s•;jn purp.::~sely
l•3it. c.ut .:,£ :=lll dis.:::ussic.ns .::;.::,n.:;erning t.he ir11peJEling .-.:.h::tnges.
I am some~~l9t. in th~ dark shout wh'3.t t~9 future holds as f3r
as changes to our ~urrent Benefita Ps~k3ge.
I h9ve met briefly
vri t.h Di ::ms ;3h3.mp, ,J itr. H·::.rris :..nd Ga.yl~'n Finn ab·:.ut h·:JH t.lB.3•3
impending changes ~rill affe~t the HRS sy2tem, but that in no
Hay C•:Oillfoo~.n3:.J.t-2.s f·:•r the l·:•:=:t. tim•3 inv•:ol','ed Hit.h t.he Insur::tn·::e
Cotnmi t tee .

I understand that you were he:..vily involved with. the T3sl~
F·:•r·:.•:::, .:::.,r,d thst. p·:.s.=:ilJly y.:..ur ·~·Hn ·tim·~ ·::.•:,rlstr;;tint~ limi L•2.J ~r.::.u.r
time to fil'2et. Hi t.h the Insursnce. C.::.Jnmi tt•::-e.
If th:t.t.' s th•?. case
psrh~ps S•:.:Oill•.::.::•ne els•2 slv:.ul-::1 h·2:::v:l th·=: C·:•HJII•ittee t.hi~ A,~:F:.l!::.mi.::;
Year so that we can co~tinue to meet and be advised of what's
happening with the Benefit3 Pack3ge.
I would be most Hilling to ~onta~t the other Committee
Netnbei·s t.o set up '3. m.:;,eting
.
during t.h.;;: IIK•nth ·=·f A1.1gust..
P·=H·haps
s.::.nK-:t. .iHt•O:. during t.h·::: H·3·=:1t::2' c•f t:,/::::1.'9::::, ·=·r :::.':?:3,'9:2.
Pl.:-,:::.,:3•9 acl'.·1se.
Thank you.
copies to:
Pat. Ericl:son
Pat. Fi tzge.t·:::~.l.J
,Jim t1orris
Diana Shc..mp

L:::tur3. P·::-re::3
NU:e Dy.::J.r
Elle1'1 \'li ll iams
Ann B.:.:Mers, Chair A2.G

Gayl:.rn Finn
t-1 ::u-1: I-I.::tf n '"' r
Nancy Richter
l.k.rn•3. Sl.ic~i•3:r..·..("Ch.::!ir P\·IC

Vi.::..; Presidt.n! for
A.::r.dttmi·~ Affairs
1?-:.Wiill'.) o3r.;.;n, Or,io ·1'3-\,~3-W::u
(419) 372-2915
F/1.:{: (·lEi) 3:'~·94-lo
C'lbl~: BGSUOH

August 18, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:

ASC Personnel Welfare Committee

FROl\1:

Norma

J.

Stickler, Chair)J..-tv-1 7tl-/

Attached are three documents for ymu· review and for discussion at
our meeting of August 27.
The first is a summary of what I think we have agreed upon in our two
m.eetings as responses to the Health Care T.'lsk Force Report.
Second is the draft of the Internal Search Process for Administrative
Staff Vacancies.
Third; a draft of a leav~~ without pay policy to combine the current
policy in the Handbook with the interim policy approved by the Trustees in
response to the budget situation.

Administrative Staff Council Recommended Response to the Health Care Task
Force Proposal

Overall recommendations:
1.
Basic health care coverage, cost to employee, and cost to the
University should be the same for all employee groups.
2.
Access to optional coverage (such as family dental care)
should be the same for all employee groups.
3.
Consideration should be given to differential employee cost
based on whether the employee takes single, dual, or family
coverage.
4.
Modest co-payments rather than benefit curtailment should
be used as a cost reduction strategy.
Mental Health Coverage
1.
While the Administrative Staff Council acknowledges that
BGSU's mental h•~alth coverage costs have risen above the
industry norm, it is recommended that the coverage not
swing too far in the opposite directic•n. Mental health
coverage is as important as physical health coverage.
2.
The per year limit on c•ut patient care should be raised fmm
$1000 to $2000.
3.
To assist in controlling costs, the University should hire a
"gatekeeper'' who would assist employees in finding the
best mental health care for their particular needs. A
gatekeeper is defin.::d as a mental health professional, paid
by the University's health care plan, who would be located
off campus and who would provide confidential
consultation.
Generic Drugs
1.
There appears to be a short list of generic drugs (such as
some anti-ccinvulsants, anti-arrythrnics, and anti-cc•agulants)
which are in fact not the equivalent of the brand name drugs.
It is recomrnended that an up-to-date list of such drugs be
maintained by the Benefits Office. This list shc•uld be
verified every six months. Persons who, on the advise of
their physid::ms, would be adv.::-rs•::ly aff•?Cb~d by taking a
generic drug should tl(? allowed to c•btain coverage for the
name brand version.
Health Care Optim1s (Task Force Recomm.::-ndation 16)
1.
Tht: Administrative Staff Council recommends that there be
no deductible at all to encourage em.ployees to seek early
treatment.

. 7

2.
3.

There should be a co-payment that has a low percentage but
a high limit, sc• that employees have an incentive to limit the
costs of most levels of care.
Whichev~?r 1Jpticms are made available, there must be a
thorough and tim.~ly 1?ducation prc•gram to acquaint
employees with the ramifications of each choice.

Preventative Care
1.
The AdminislTative Staff Council applauds the task force
recommendath:ms on health promotion and information. We
urge the inclusion of additional measures to encourage early
detection of health problems; namely, the health care
program should cc•v-2r the costs of mammograms, pap tests,
prostatic cancer detection tests, and colon cancer tests.

Internal Search Process for
Administrative Staff Vacancies
during layoffs or contract reductions due lb budget reductions
Effective Dates:
July 1, 19~(~ through June 30, 1993 (to be re~stabli2.hed should budget reductions recur at
a future date)
Purpose
To provide preference for employment .:consideration for any administrative vacancies
that are available during the effective dates of this policy.

Eligibility
Administrative st1ff members are eligible if their contracts were nc•l renewed or their
work schedule was reduced in resp•.Jnsc tv budget reductions. Administrative staff
members whose contracts are not renewed for other reas.:.ns such as j..>oor p•:rfonnance or
expiration of e:·:ternal funding are nc•t eligible for the program.
Procedures:
a.

8!5/CJl.

I-Iirir.g departments will prc..x·ss a Position Op.:ning and R·::que.:.t Authori::ation
(PORA) according to normal procedures.

b.

Upon re.:eipt of a POPA from Affirmative Action, Personnel Services will
corre::pond wilh eligible individuals about the c•po::ning, deadline for applying
and furr.ish a copy of the job description.

c.

Within five work days t:•f receipt .:of the ir.f.:.rrnatk•n, the Administrative Staff
member will indi.:ah: whetlK:r he or sht2 is into:re~ted in applying for the
p.:•silion and will submit the required cro:-dentials. Credo::nlials will be
reviewed by the E·:e.:utive Dir.xtor of Personnel Servko:s to determine
qualifications of the applicant.

d.

Credentials of individuals who have thus applied and b•:<:::n f,)und eligible and
qualified will be reviewed by the hiring dep3rtmo::nt and will constitute a
separate pool of applicants who will bt::: given preference for employment
mnsideration. All qualified applicants will be intervio:::wed; hvwever, the
hiring departrno:::nt i.:> under no obligation lu hire tho: administrative staff
members.

e.

If tho: individual is hiro:::d as a result of this pr•JCess, the hiring department will
complete and proc.:s:> an Appc.intment Activity Pecord per established
procedures.

f.

If no internal candidate-s apply for the position, or if the inb::rviews do not
result in a job offer, the regular search proce.:>s will prcu:eed. Personn•:l Services
will notify any unc::uccessful candidates \'Jho hav•::: interviewed for the position.

.
LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADIVIINISTRATIVE STAFF
Two types c•f leave without pay are available to members of the
Administrative Staff--speci.;d short-tam leave of less than three
months and long-term leave of more than three nK•nths. Both are
subject to approval by the staff member's supervisor and contracting
offker after re..:eipt of an application fnm1 the staff member at least one
month prior tc• the effective date of the leave. (Application forms are
available in the Persc•nnd Servkes.) 1
Employees will receiv.:: a full nwnth of PERS retirement credit if
earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per month, partial credit if
earnings are less than $~50, and no credit if there are no earnings.
Vacation and sid: leave will accrue only for th·:: hours actually worked.

Special Short-Term Leave
•Short-term leaves are available to full-time and part-time
administrative staff and may occur ovi?r a period .::•f weeks, months,
m.onthly or via a reduced week sch.~dule of less than 40 hc•urs per
week. Leave and/ or reduced worL sd1edule may not e\:ceed a total of
three months in a 12 month perk•d and m.:ty not be in effect for more
than three years.
•Staff memb•?rs will continue to r•::ceive paid r•?gular medical, dental,
vision, and life insurance b•?nefits. Employees are responsible for
c.::•ntinuing to pay the same insuranc.:: premiums they may pay when
not on leave.
•The status of full-time and part-time staff m.?mbers remains the same.
•No approval will be given to th.:: hiring of ternporary /part-time staff to
fill in for the temporary vacancies created by th.::se leaves. The staff
member's absence must not interfere with ()r impede other University
operations. Employees on special leave should be available to return to
their assignment in the event of unforeseen emergencies.
•Staff membo::rs may cancel the leave arrangement by notifying the
supervisor one month prior to the return to a full-time schedule.
Long-Term Leave
• Loner-term
leaves are availabl·:: to full-time administrative staff for
0
periods in e·:cess c•f three mc,nths. In reviev.ring the leave request, the
supervisor must determine wheth,::r the JX•sition can be held for the
staff member's return and whether it .:an be satisfa.:torily filled by a

.. Jti •

temporary appointment without bdng detrimental to the efficiency of
the unit's operation.
•During the leave of ab.senc.~, the empk•yee may maintain insurance
cov.?rag•? for a ma'·:imum of (me to two years (depending on the type of
insuranc,?) by personally assuming the financial \::.bligation. Extension
of coverage may be approved upon appeal. Insurance coverage is
provided by the University to the end of the month in which the leave
begins and is reinstatt?d at the b•?ginning of the month in which the
staff member 1\~turns. In th.:~ int•?rv•?ning months, the staff member
must assume the total premiurn cost for insurances. (Additional
insuranCe? benefits may be avaibbl~? for a disability leave of absence.)
•If a staff m•?mber deddes not to return from a },?ave of abs•?nce, he/she
should notify the supervisor nc•t l~ss than one mc::mth prior to the date
of termination.

8/18/\12
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August 27, 1992
MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Moore
Executive Director of Personnel Services

FROM:

Personnel Welfare Committee
Administrative Staff Council

SUBJECT:

Vacation Policy

The Personnel Welfare Committee of Administrative Staff
Council has reviewed the draft vacation policy. Unfortunately, there
has not been time since the receipt of tl1e draft to take it to the full
Council, but the following are the recommendations from PWC:
1.

The following sentence should be reinserted into the
vacation policy: "This policy e.'cludes medical doctors,
residence hall directors, unit directors, and employees
whose contract period is for less than twelve months and
who hat'e time off with pay during academic recess
between semesters, during breaks, holidays, or summer."

We believe this statement should remain in the policy
because the above-listed personnel now have negotiated
salaries tl1.at take this particul<:u· work schedule into
account. In tl1.at sense, they do not formally receive
vacation clays nor pay for the clays when classes are not in
session. TI1.ey receive no vacation in tl1.e sru.ne way that
other adininist:rative staff members do. They are not
allowed to take vacation clays in, for example, October or
Februmy. If they talce tirne off other than at class breaJiS, it
must be leave witl1.out pay.
These employees currently are off on academic recess 22
days in their contract period. If the clays cltning acade1nic
recess were prorated m1.d considered "vacation" in the
same way they are for other nine-month administrative
staff, then tl1.ey would be on recess only 16.5 clays. TI1ey
would have to come in to work to assist students even
tl1.ough the students would be gone.

/.,;)_

2.

In another issue relating to the vacation policy, the
Personnel Welfare Committee restates its recommendation
sent to you in a memorandum of .June 16, 1992 that all
administrative staff be allowed to use tl1eir vacation days as
tl1ey accrue tl1em, beginning in their first year of
emploYJnent. Our current policy forces new employees to
go a full year without a vacation: it gives employees an
immediate bacldog of acc1ued days that is smnetin1es hard
to use in tl1e second year; and there is no apparent
rationale for such a restriction.

Appruvd by .\SC 9/:3/Er2

13
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Administrative Staff
VACATION POLICY
All full-time, 10-MONTI-I AND 1.2-month, administrative staff members eam vacation time ::tt
the rate •Jf ~1-4ays-ffi.F-~~r--ef-se.rvioC~. A±~ft-t-l.t--I:H=ae--H-i-Be;Lt:&tH=H•:Hit:l'l-atlffri-a-i&t-I=-a-1'-i-\'€-sta-ff
H'h~ffiBeFS,eKCapHl'l&&e-t~:..:-el-HJ-e,H~l..:.\\Teil-FJ'l--¥-B-6dHBR-i'i-F~-l~=-a-l'i?-0-f 1.83 da:1~ (14 hour2 and
40 minutes) per month WORKED. ALL FULL-TIME, 9-MONTI-I ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
MEMBERS WI-IO ,ARE REQUIRED TO WORK DURING ACADElVIIC RECESSES AlTD/OP.
ACADEMIC BREAK.S, EARN VACATION AT THE f-1_/\ TE OF 1.83 DAYS PEF. MONTI-I
WORKED.
ALL PART-TIME 10-MONTI-I AND 11-MONTI-I ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS
EARN A PR()-RATED ANIOUNT BASED ()N TI-IE NUMBER OF I-I()TJRS WCWXED EACH
MONTI-I. ALL P.ART-TIME, 9-MONTI-I ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS DO NOT
EARN VACATION.
tl-l±rtH-g--ihe-fi-l~-F-tl-f:. . eH=tp-l.:•)'Ftttt1-i';---\'fte-a-t'i•OitHre~B'l£T-Fl8·i'-l:lC<-H-&e,:1--H£-t.'i-l-Hte--f+FS-t--:;'6iH:2.s
6-Flt}3-h:ry'ine:ffi-i-B--136-lT1-pl~d. If amp18j'in~ ei-ngJ .:tH-J-t+l-y--l-,1 992 a-P--B=t0R-ll1-ffil-l-t-i'ffJ-e.
nB-lt1ffi:i-stra-l.i-'<'e-staf1:..a=tefftBe.f--'i'I'0H-l.tl--l:1e-cJl-.:..ihl8--ttHIJQ [16.3-l:aBE]-1,~-{'i..__=tt1--B-lil-ft.'i-B.g-J.H-P;'--:J-,1~
.
~

~

~~£q,e,L~art-H:·~fl.-ld.'l-fHU-~i-B.'le-a-ElH=t-i-R-i-s-l;.t=-a-l'~h.lfH-He-tBBC'-F5--fftl:l~.:,·l=ttfl'lel:a--ct~i·.:---)'6B.-F--c:rf-&e-R'-i-c=-6--B€-f0·F6
'Vtte-tl·fiE~t-H'I.'.l.-a:y--8 6--l;l-5-e fu

?(Vacali..:. n is earned while a staff rn~mber is in an a~ti ve:-pay-status with B•:JV/ ling Grc.:n State
University. It is not earned while •:Jn an unpaid leave ,)f abs~nc.::, while under su~pension or
v.rhile employed dsewhere. DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF EMPU)YMENT, VACATION
MAY BE UTILIZED AS IT IS ACCRUED.

(\)

\fJ\

a

armual vacation is imp.:Jrt.anl to:•. th.c wdl being •:Jfthe staff member. Each staffJncrnb.sr is
fO tAJ -' ·
~ t•:J usc all .:.amed vacatwn annually and area supervi.:;.:.rs are e~·:p.::cted to
. . . J};
acc.)mmodatc such requests D:or vacatkm provided that ar.:- r.;·quesled in advance: and th.:: n;_::,::ds of
t_) _..--'- ' the area are not impaired. It is c::·:pected, ho\'.rever, th:;~l no sing].; vac::.tion leave taken will
exceed 21 c.:•meculiv.:. worl:ing days un1.::ss .:tpproved in advance by tiE- C•:Jntracting officer. A
full-lim.: 11-lrt~:onlh staff member's vacation balance caruwt exceed 44 d::tys (:?.52 hours) at the
end of ::.ach fisc::tl year (Jtm.:: 30 of each year). F•:Jr full-time 10-1w::.nlh ernploycc:s the b31ance
camK•t ,:;x ..::eed 36.6 dajs (193 hours, 11) rninut.;::); f.:•r full-tirne 9-month crnplc.ye:.::s the balance
cmmot c-zcc:ed 33 day.:: (264 hour.::). IF VACATION IS NOT USED THE EMPLOYEE WILL
LOSE ALL I-IOlJRS ABOVE TI-IE MAXIMTJJvi ACCRUAL.

6\

For the conv.:-ni.:-nce: of scheduling va(;ati.:ms at the ITJ•)Sl ::lppropriale tim.::, ::u·ea supcrvimrs with
the approval of the: Pr.::sideni, dean, .:•r a viG.:: president, may ;;mtlwri=e •;acation leavo; in advance
of accunnllat.::d leave, provided that should th_;, staff member tr::nninate r;mplc.yrne:nt, th.3
tclTninatic•n checl: ::hall be r.:-duc.::d by the arf11:.tmt of used by un..::amed vacation.
Vacation pay is not granted in lieu of vacation r::~·:c:epl at kiTninalion t:•f empk•ym·~nt and mch
compensation vvill be paid in a lump sum. AT TI-IE TIME OF SEPAP.ATIO"N FROM
EMPLOYMENT WITI-I TI-IE UNIVERSITY, ADMH-HSTF.. . A_ TIVE STAFF W1-IO I-LA. VE
COMPLETED ONE FULL YEAR OF SERVICE WITH TI-IE Ul-.JIVERSITY AP.E ELIGIBLE
FOR PAYIVIENT OF UNUSED VACATION CREDIT l-l()T TO EXCEED ALLOWED
te-l~Ff1-i-aa1

l'f.
MA.XIMUNI ACCRUALS. +he-H'lil*i-FI'I·HFfl.-;:t-FFbOI-l+!th:o-fc-1:6-R'l=t-i-1~8-H'if'&l'i~:•-FH'!-i-1-1--8.: 3 §.1--Ftfi·H-1'5
f44--Ela-ys-) In cas~ ,::,f d.:ath; unm.:d vacation \'Jill b.:: paid in accord::mc.:: with s.:ctic.n 2113.04 c.f
the Ohic• Revise-d Code.
+l-"ti-5-i*Jl-i6J'-€*13±ad es S H:ttl-co1l~l-l~ch.~=te4i-eft-l-~:>FS,--fe-s:itl-eH-e-e-lta-l-1-tl-i-Fe.?-t•OI·FS-a:na
finlH-agel'-S-68flt_l3l~-c--e-08l'atHi3t•ftS--a+ltl-effl-l3-lo01~\'lt.:o-se-B8fl-fFa·e-1:-f!ei~Btl-i-s-1-es-s-l'l=t~1-J-FA•:•Fttfls-8H-t

"'''<b;::,-h-a-\'e-+H=t'le-.:*.H\c~y-JHFi-Bg acaEleffii-e-:t'l?:::ess l:le-1:-\\'8eft--&B-l'He5-f;ers,
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1~ ~·f.::sidcnt or vice presidents _
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(J.A...1

11 be resp.:onsible fox implem.~nting this polic:,r, fc.r authori=ing
modification.:; f(,r unmual circumstances, and fur establishing pr.::ocedur.:s fi:or the rnaintcnance c.f
cmTent vacation leave records.

A report should be completed by the admini;;trative staff member [.}!' ev.;ry u::e of vacation using
th.; leav.; r.~porting f.:onn. It sh.:ould be forwardE-d to the immediate supervis•)l' f.:.r approval and
£::,nvarded t•:. the Payroll Departm~nt by the 5th of the rnonth f.::,llowing usag.~.
Accru.;d but unmed vacation leave balanc.;~s are

refl~ct.:d

.:on the monthly

p;:,ychecl~

stub.

Questions abo)Ul the v;:tcati.:on policy :;md procedures ;;hould be addressed to the Office of
llei'58HHal-£.eF¥-ie-es I-IlTh1AN RES()URCES.

IS

MINUTES
Administrative Council
Monday, August 31, 1992- 8:30 a.
Chart Room
Absent: All Present

Guests:

RECE;VED
1.

C[p c)
'-'
.....~

10()'1
!-:J._,(_

V.P. FOR
ACADEMIC AfFAIRS

k-----~~~~~~-

- Re Cable TV Sale. Wood Cabh?. TV in process of selling out to Fanch
Cablevision. Changes to existing agreement include the addition of Black
Entertainment, increa~.e in ma:.;imum monthly rate from $11 to $15, and 5-year
extension of existing agreement period. Fanch would like to close sale by
September 15 and is requesting that PJO sign agreement contingent upon
BOT approval in October. GF is to have agreement reviewed by legal counsel;
Fanch is not to assume any ownership of assets curT•?.ntly und•31' BGSU
control; and there is to be no change in the level of services to BGSU, e:·:C·~pt
addition of BET. RLM is to find out who is installing cable TV wiring in
Founders. PJO will contact majority of BOT before signing the contract.
- Mid-Am Bank has agreed to issue a limited number of Visa/Mastercards for
corporate travel, without any annual fee.

JCD - Distributed enrollmt:Hlt comparison b•?.twe.=:n August 30, 1991 and August 30,
1992. JCD and SA are to d.svelop a pr•?.liminary outlin•3 of a long-range
housing plan for presentation to Ad Council in October.
- Distributed some comparativ•?. salary data bas,3d on AAUP and OBOR salary
studies. This data is to be di2tributed to BOT in Q,:;tober. JCD is to dE-velop a
whit•3 paper on salaries to be distributed publicly in the future.
RLM - R8 lnt·~rim Rolicy on Adrninistrativ•?._ Staff Internal Search Process. Ad CoUncil
·approved with following com~ction to #~l•?: add "eligibl·~ und•jl' this policy" at
the end of t11e first sentence.

- Re Cla2sroom Building Groundbreakin~J. If Clss:3ro.:jm Building appmved by
Controlling Board today, ~1roundbreaking can be held any time after
September 22.
JM

- Ra Orientati•Jn Pre,!] ram for t J,?w Adrnini.stratc.r·.;/Manag.:-rs. Th·:: dat•? of the
pro~u·am has b,?,?n chan~1ed to St?l:•t,?mber ~9. Ad C·Jundl approv•?d the
program and would also lih3 to hav.:: some continuing administrators/
managers be invited to the session.

PJO - Policies and Pn::,cedures Manual and Relsted
updatt?.d by the end of the year.

Po~

fa r

LEB - Re BOT Agenda. PRM will coordinate a Report to the Hoard on WBGU-TV
Educational Support. Tours of the Fine Arts building will be conducted in
conjunction with the dedication Thursday, October 8, and for those Trustees
interested, a tour of the Fieldhouse will be conductr~d before committ~?.e meetings on Thursday afternoon.
GF

0

Handboc~ks/fvlanuals

are to b•3

w

;r·

~-'-

Ad Council Meeting
August 31, 1992
Page Two
- Ad Council members are to provide PJO with comments about the local and/or
general Managing for the Future Task Force Reports for a meeting he is
having with Chancellor Hairston on September 28. PRM is to find out wllat, if
any, legislative action might be needed to implement the report.
- Asked PH to find out how many students are involved with Mid-Am Operations
Center in the Research/Enterprise Park.
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Internal Search Process for
Administrative Staff Vacancies
During Periods of Layoffs or Contrad Rec:luctions Due to Budget Reductions

Effective Dates:
July l, 199~ through June JO, 1903 (l•J be re-established she>ttld budget reductions recur at
a future date)
Purpose
To provide preference for employment ccmsideration for any administrative vacancies
that are available during the efft:ctive dates of this policy.
Eligibility
Administrative staff members are eligible if their contract:; were not renewed or their
work schedule was reduced in res1-x•nse to budget reductions. Administrative staff
members whose conlra.:ts are n.:.t renewed for other reasons such as f-L•Or perfom1ance or
expirati.Jn of e:~b::rnal funding are not eligible for the program.
Procedures:
a.

Hiring ...iepartment3 \Vill pro.:ess a Positkm Opening and Request Authorization
CPORA) according l•) normal procedures. In the case lvhere vacancies exist
pri.:.r t,) a budget ctisis and a s·~arch is alr.::ady in process, internal applicants
will be afforded evety reas.:mable opportunity tu apply.

b.

Upcm re.:.::ipt of a PORI\ fr,)m Aifirmati ve Action, Persconnd Servkes will
cmrespond with IO:ligible individuals about the •)p•::ning, d·::adline for applying
and furnish a copy of the job description.

c.

Within five work days c•f receipt of the inf.:trmalion, the Administrative Staff
member will indkalo~ wl·u::th.::r he ur she is into::r.:sto.::d in c1pplying for the
position and will submit an ur~btcd resume. Credentials on file will be
reviewed by the E:..:ecutive Diro::.2tor of Personnel Services to detemline
qualifications of the applicant.

d.

Credentials of individuals who have thus applied and been found eligible and
qualified will be revi•::w.::d by the hiring d·::partment and will.:::.:mstitute a
separate po.::ol of applicants who will be given preference for employment
consideration. All qualifi·::d applicants will be interviewed; 1-u::owever, the
hiring department is under no obligati.:.n to hire th·~ administrative staff
members.

e.

If the individual is hired as a result of this process, the hiring departm<.:nt will
complete and proo::ss an A.ppc•intm•::nt A.:Livity Record per established
procedures.

f.

If no internal candidates apply f,::or the position, 0r if the interviews with the
internal .:andidat•:s do not re.:mlt in a j.)b coffer, the regular sear.:h process will
pTo).:e.::d. Personnel Services will notify any unsuccessful candidates wlK1 have
interview.::d for the position.

Approve-d by IWC 'ei:'!J /'72

Appruv.o.i t.y _6.5C E:-:e.:uiiw ComrrJt,.:;:; 9/8/9'2
Approv.:d by :\SC 10/1/9'2
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Bowling Green State University

FA:·:: (-~18) :~7:::-C-!-~6
Cable: BGSI_kJH
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Septernber 10, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Personnel Welfare Committee

FROM:

Norma
Chair

J. Stickler)
. ~
~

Unless S\)me ·"unforeseen emHgency" comes up . ()Ur September :.!4
meeting is .:ancelled. The ne:-:t rn.~eting eof PWC v;ill be Thursday, Octc•ber S.
Attached is a new dr~tft of th·? leave poli.:y, revised per our discussion
today. We v.;ill plan to finish review c;f tl·11? poli.:y at c•ur ned meeting. If you
have any changes tc• suggest, please .:.:m1e to tlk me•?ting with alternative
language. In the meantiroe, Virnette and Dan have agreed tc• draft a form to
accompany the leave policy, and they w·ill try to have something ready to be
sent out before our meeting.
Also on O.:tober S, we v;ill get
subcommittee.
Thanks, everybody!

Vice Presid&nt for
A.;ad,;rni.:; Affairs
(thiu ~;j..1 ((:-0(1~1j

3

status report from the Handbook

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Two types (tf leaV8 withc.ut pay ar.:: available tt) members of the
Administrative Staff--special sh.:•rt.-term leave of less than three
months and long-term leave of more than three months. Both are
subject to appr.wal by the staff lll(::mb,::r's supervisc.r and contracting
ofll.cer after rc::ceipt of an applicati.:•n from the staff member at least
one month prior to the effective date of the~ l,::av,:-. (Application forms
are available in the Perse)n.nel Services.)
Employees will rec.::ive a full month ljf PERS rdirement credit if
earnings are a minirnum of $~50.00 per month, partial credit if
earnings are less than $~50, and no credit if there are no earnings.
The emplc:Jyee's contract base salary will not.
without pay arrangement.

l~u::

afr.?cted by the leave

Vacation and sicl: leave •t.rill accrue only fc,r the hours actually
worked.
Unless the •?mploy,:;e:: spe:>e::ifies c•th.::rwise:: on the appliea tion fe:Jrm, the
salary reduction will bt: spread ae~ro::.s the:: ranaining pay checl::s in
the contract period.
ShortrTer1n Leave
•Shc•rt-term leaves are available to full-t.irfu? and part-time
administrative staff and may oc:cur .:•ver a period of weel::::~, months,
monthly or via a reduced we.::l.: sche?dule of le::ss than -10 hours per
week. Leave and/e:Jr reduced work sch.::dule may not exceed a total of
three months in a 1~ month p,:-ri.:•d and may nt:•t he in effect. ftJr more
than three years.
•Staff memlx-:rs will C(•ntitnw to l'I?Ceiv,:_. paid 1'1~gular medical. dental,
vision, and life insuranet-: bc?.nc:-:fit.s. Employ•?c:-s are responsible for
continuing to pay the:: same in:::urance:-: premiums they may pay when
not on leave.
•The status .:,f full-time and part-time staff members remams the
same.
•No approval will be given to the hiring o:,f t.~lTtpc:.rary/part-time staff to
fill in for the t.~rnp.:,rary vao::ar1ei•::s cr•:::at.::d by th•::s.:: leavc::s. The staff
member'::; abs·~nG•? must. rt•)t interfere:: with .:•r impede other
Univt:Isity e:,perati.:Jns. With r•:-as.:.nablc~ li(•tifieati.)n, employc::t-s on
special leave she:.uld be:- availabl•:: t(• rdurn L(• the::ir assignment in the
event (,f •::me::rge?li(:i.::s with significant impae~t on the long-term
functioning of the area.
•Staff nkrnbers may cane:d t.l11:: le::avc:: arrangc::mc::nt by notifying the
supc::rvisor one month priL•r to t.hc?. rd.urn to a full-time schedule.

Long-Tenn Leave
•Long-term leaves an:: available to full-time administrative staff for
periods in ~~xc·~ss of tl-m~e m.:•nths. In revi·~wing the leave request,
the superviS•)r must dd•::rmin«:- wh•::tl11::r th:: positi.:,n can be held for
the staff rr1trnbe.r's r·~turn and whether it can be satisfactorily filled
by a t.~mp•)rary appuintment with.:.ut. b,::ing detrimental to the
efficiency of the unit's .:.peration.
•During th·~ l.::ave of abst:·nce, th•:: dnployee. may n1aintain insurance
coverage f.:.r a maxinnm1 t:•f on·~ to two y.::ars (d.~pending on the type. of
insuranc::·e.) by p.:-rs.~.nally assuming the financial obligation.
Extension of e.:wt~rag·~ may be appr.wed ur•.:•n appeal. Insurance
coverage is priwided by the University to th,~ end of the month in
which the leave b.~gins and is r.:-instated at th«:- lu~ginning of the
month in which the staff member returns. In the intervening
months, the staff member mu3t assume the tot.al premium eost for
insurances (Addit.ion::tl insuranc::•:- bendits may be available for a
disability leave of absence.)
• If a stalT member deeides not to return from a l.:·ave of absence,
he/she should n.:d:.ify th•:- supervisc•r n.:•t l·::ss than .:.n·~ m•:.nt.h prior to
the date •)f termination.

9/10/92
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Vic;; Pr;;sident for
A.:.O!dGmi·: .&.ff~irs
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Bowling Green Stale University

«:::::::JC::::l'7
September 11, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Ann Bowers, Chair
Adrninistrative Staff Council

FROI'VI:

N()ll1U

J.

Sticl:le~.1. ~-nt.C../

Chair, PWC
At the PWC mec~ting y•?sterdc.y, v;r:: discussc~d briefly comptments that
n1ight be in a ''profil.~" c•f adrninistr:;,tive st~,ff to br:: m.:tint&in·~d by Personnel.
Some pie.:es ccf data VIL•uld be obvious, others relate bJ questions that may
come up wh..::-n comlTtWec::-s are dc::-liberating on issues such as health care,
child car0 facilities, sicl· J,~.we ,:,nd vacation policies, ·~tc. Ci)nfidentiality of
data is of utmost .:onc·~rn, but v;e do believe that Persc"Jnnel Services should
proceed to devek•p cmnputer query programs that would Ci)mpile data such
as that list0d below. Aggregatc~d data without namr::s should be made
available to ASC and to (\)ntracting officers, sc, that v.re all hav0 such basic
infornlation such as how rn;;,rty .?tdministrative staff W\)rl· in each vice
presid0ntial area, how they are funded, hc•w many men and women are there
in the staff, wha.t ;;~re average~ s:1.bries by s•::l.~cted .:at•:>g(lries, etc.
Basic inf(wmation:
Name
Department
Vice Presidential Area
ID number (for sorting and verificatk•n purposes)
Title
Years at BGSU
Highest Degree
Gender
Ethnicity
Funding source (F I A/0, as v;c::ll as wh•::ther educ~tk•n·=•L au:..:iliary. or
grant budget)

Date of Birth
Salary
Contract status (full-time . part-time, 9_. 10, or 12 Inc,nth)
Additional e-.:ampk:s c,f data that would assist .:c,mmittees and would
help the ASC and the Univo21·sity have a better sense of the .:omp,)sition and
experience of the Administ-rative Staff:
Statistics on use of LWOP, skk leave . vacation
Post degree education, certifications
Total years of professional e.':pc::rienc.::, BGSTJ plus other
appointments
E:-:tent of assistircg with the te3ching mission of the University by
tea.::hing cl:tsses, guest lecturing, .:oordinating dass
sessions, etc.
Use of health care by the staff 21nd eligibility for varimts options.
e.g., how many staff are single, married, have children
Total PERS service (2tdd in pztrHirn.~ BGSU and non-BGSU
service)
Full-time equivalent staff in each area
Statistics on staff who have part-tirne service or service on the
classified staff in addition to full-time administrative staff
employment at BGSU

Internal Search Process for
Administrative Staff Vacancies
During Periods uf Layuffs 01 Co:mh·ad Reductions Due to IJudg..:t R~duclions

Effective Dates:
July 1, 1992 through June: .30, 1993 (to be r<:::·-t-stabli::hed

~hc,uld budget reductions recur at

a future date)

Purpose

To provide prefo~rence fc::,r etnplGymer.t consideraHc.r, f(ir any adrctinisl:rative vacancies
that are available during the eff•~ctivo:: d::1t.::s c·f this policy.
Eligibility
Adrninistraliv·~ st::1ff members ar•:: eligible if their cc.r.tracts wco-re nc::,t ro.::newed •)r th.~ir
worl: schedule was ro::duo::d in ro::sponse tc. J:.udgo::t reduclic.n=. AdminislTative staff
members v;hose contracts ar.::- nG! rera<:::wed fc::,r other r.::a::ons such as .poc.r perfonnance or
e:·:piratic·n (jf c::-:lernal fundir.:; aro:: not o::li:;ible for the program.

Procedures:
a.

Hiring departments will process a Position Opening and F'·::qw:sl Aulhori:::aticm
(POP.A) accc.rding tc. noiT,-,a] pn::,cedure:~. Jr, the cr..se whr:re vacancies e:-:ist
prior to ;, budget crisis Jnd a s•::arch is nlready ir, prc.c(:ss, internal applicants
v;ill be afforded every reasonabl•:: opportunity to apply.

b.

Upon receipt of a POP.A fror.n Affirmaliv•:: Actic.n, Per~c.r.r.el S•::rvices will
cc,rre::pond wiih eligibl:: individuals about lhe opening, dc:adlir••:: for applying
and furnish a copy of the job description.

c.

Vvithir, five worL d<•j'S c:Jf rect:ipl of th•: koforr.-.atior., the AdiYoinistralive Staff
rnember will ir.dicale whether h·~ or she is ir.tere~led in applying for the
posilion and v;ill subr.-.it ar. updab::d resurne. Credentials on file will be
re:viewed by the L:eculive DiH::clor (:,f Per~.c:.r.nel Services to determine
qualifications of the applicant.

d.

Credentials,::,[ individual.:; who havo:: thus appli.::-.:1 :md br:-(:n found eligible and
qualifk:d will br: rcvievv.~d by tho:: hiring o:k·pr..rllTo<::nl and vvill .:onstitute a
separate pc.ol of applic<onls nho \'!ill b:::: given prefar=r.o~ fc.r CIToployment
considera.tic.n . .<~.11 qualified applicants will be intcrview;:;d: however, the
hiring d.:partm.;:rtl: is under n0 obli:_:;ation to hire l]-,.:: adr.-.inistrative staff
members.

e.

If the individual is hi•·ed as a re::ull rA this pwccss, the hiring department will
cc.mplele and process an i\ppoinlrltent P.ctiviry P.c'cord per 0:::3lc.biished
procedures.

f.

If .-,c, internal candidalt:::s apply fc.r tho:: pc.silion, or if lhr: ir.~·::rviewg with the
ir,ternal candid<ti.es d ..~ r.c.t resull in a job ofl.::r. the regular search process will
proceed. Pc.:rwnnc:l SC;rviccs will notify ar.y un~uccessful candidato::s who have
interviewed for the position.

Approve-d by PWC 8/Yl /'!2.
P.pp.-ov~d

by t.SC E:·:2cuiivo CoT.1mittco 9/?./92

CQC

Bowling Green State University

MEMORAUDUM

TO:

Center for Archival Collections
5th Floor, Jerome Library
1001 E. Wovster Street
E:owling Green, Ohio 4340J
(419) 372-2411
Fax (419) 372-7996
Cable: BGSUOH
Holdings: t-Jorlhwc:st Ohio
University .'.rchives
Rare Books and
Special Collections

Norma Stickler
Chair, PWC
)

FROM: Ann Bowers\Jr'
Chair, ASC
RE:

PWC Work

DATE: September 13, 1992
Please convey my than}:s to the members of the Personnel Welfare Committee
for the \vor}: they accomplished on the health benefits reco11m1endations.
The committee's work focused the ASC discussion and resulted in a series
of thoughtful and positive recommendations to be forwarded to the
President. Even though the President moved back the deadline based on
discussion at Faculty Senate, I am sending our report to him ne~t week
according to the original schedule. On top of that, PWC has acted in a
timely manner to respond to other issues such as vacation accrual for
part-time staff and internal search procedures. Hopefully, there will be
a respite from crisis management for a\vhile, and PWC can more leisurely
act rather than react.
Than}:s especially to you for your \·JOrl: as chair. I l:novl that chairing
this committee has been time-consuming these past couple of months but it
is appreciated.
AMB:sw:t

P.. Division of Libraries and Le~rning P.e£ources

Offi.:.:: o( Alumni Affilirs
Mileli Alumni C.onter
Bowling Green, Ohi.:• 4]4(•3-0054

(419) 372-2701
FAX: (419) 372-7697
Cable: BGSUOH

September 29, 1992

MEMORANDUM
TO:

ACS PerS(Jnne 1 He lfare Commi tt,~e

FROM:

Virnette
Dan Pan·at~

House~

Attached i: a new draft of the leave without p&y request form. Al!o
included i~ th~~ dr.Jft 1jf the l1::ave witlwut pay pc•licy we discu::::ed at out·
last meeting. However, please note a few minor revisions that we made to
that document.
Please review and eithe~· faY or telephone your comments, rev121ons,
etc. to Dan (phone - 2171; fax - 2194) o~· Virnette (phone - 2701; fax 7697) by Tuesday, Octo bet· 6. He wi 11 try to synthes i ::e a 11 comment:: into
one document which we will distribute at the October 8 meeting.
We appt·eci ate your feedback!

/df
Enc 1os ur·es

..•

.. ,_

"t""

-

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADlUNISTRATIVE STAFF

The s
leave olic allows full- and art-time Administ ative
Staff members the opportunity to voluntarily reguest UNPAID leaves of
absences. Two types of leave are available: short-term leave of less
than three months, and long-term leave of more than three months. Both
types of leave are ~ubject to approval by the staff member•s
supervisor and contracting officer after receipt of an application
from the staff member at least one month prior to the effective date
of the leave. An application form for both types of leave are
available in Personnel Services.
Employees will receive a full month of PERS retirement credit if
earnings are a mi~1imum of $250.00 per month, partial credit if
earnings are less than $250.00, and no credit if there are no
earnings. The employee's contract base salary will not be affected by
the leave-without-pay arrangement.
Vacation and sick leave will accrue only for the hours actually
worked. Leave-without-pay can used in sequence with vacation.
Unless the employee specifies otherwise on the application form, the
salary reduction will be spread across the remaining pay checks in the
contract period.

SJIOR'l-TERM LEAVE
• Short-term leaves are available to full-time amd part-time
administrative staff and may occur over a period of weeks, months,
monthly, or via a reduced work schedule of less than 40 h0~rs per
week. Leave and/or reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of
three months in a 12 month period and may not be in eff~ct for more
than three years.
· Staff members will continue to receive paid regular medical,
and life insurance benefits. Employees are
continuing to pay the same insurance per.miums they
may pay when not on leave.
'"".~ntal, vision,
r~sponsible for

• The status of full-time and part-time staff members remains the
same.
• No approval will be given to the hiring of temporaryfpart-t~e
staff to fill in for the temporary vacancies created by these
leaves. The staff member's absence must not interfere with or·
impede other university operations. With reasonable notification,
employees on s~ecial leave should be available to return to their
assignment in the event of emergencies with significant impact on
the long-term functioning of the area.
• Staff members mav cancel the leave arrangement by notifying the
supervisor one month prior to the return to a full-•. : r:te schedule.

~7

LONG-TERM LEAVE
• Long-term leaves are available to full-time Administrative Staff
for periods in excess of three months. In reviewing the leave
request, the supervisor must determine whether the position can be
held for the staff member's return and whether it can be
satisfactorily filled hy a temporary appointment without being
detrimental to the efficiency of the unit's operation.
• During the leave of absence, the employee may maintain insurance
coverage for a maximum of one to two years (depending on the type
of insurance) by personally assuming the financial obligation.
Extension of coverage may be approved upon appeal. Insurance
coverage is provided by the University to the end of the month in
which the leave begins and is reinstated at the beginninq of the
month in which the staff member returns. In the intervening months,
the staff member must assume the total premium cost for insurances.
(Additional insurance benefits may be available for a disability
leave of absence).
• If a staff member decides not to return from a leave of absence,
he/she should notify the supervisor not less than one month prior
to the date of termination.
To request leave without pav, complete the Leave Without Pay Request
Form. obtain appropriate signatures, ~nd return form to Personnel
Services.
10/4/9Z

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT
FOR A 12 MONTH CONTRACT EMPLOYEE
TO TAKE A ONE-TIME SALARY REDUCTION IN E.t"XH-'t\..NGE FOR.
A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF DAYS OF LE..AVE
DURING THE 1992-93 FISCAL YE..AR

The undersigned 12 month contract employee (Faculty on adn1inistrative
appointment or AclminisLTatiYe Stafl) of Bowling Green State UnhTersity hereby agrees to a
\Toltmtary one-tin1e reduction in salruy for 199~-93 equal to the percentage specified below in
exchange for the University granting the employee the corresponding ntm1ber of days of
approved leave specified below. Time taken off for leave must be taken during the 199:2-93
fiscal year, must be in blocks of at least two hom·s a11d requires, as does vacation tilne, prior
approval of the area supervisor. It is understood that tltis voluntary one-time salary
reduction does not affect the employee's base contract salary.
Nrune ___________________________________Soc.Sec.# _____________________

Signature ----------------------------------------------------------------

(_

Date _______________Department/Area ____________________________________

Requested N wnber of Days of Leave
(To Be Taken Duril1g 1992-9:3 Fiscal Year)
Con·esponding Voluntary

~(:.

Reduction in 199:2-93 Salary

(See Table on Back of Fmn1 for '}{; Salary Reductions
Corresponding to Selected tt of Days of Leave)

Contract employees who choose to particip::Lte in the Lea\·e/Salary Reduction Progran1
should complete tltis fmn1 and fOI'\vru·d it by July 31st to:
John Moore
E.xecutive Director, Personnel Se1vices
College Park Ot1ice Building
BGSU
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SPECIAL LEAVE POLICY FOR(!ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
.1\
~ay 26, 1992
~-d.(~

SPEQ..\L LEAVE

•

The Special Leave Policy allows full and part-tirhe administrative staff :
members the opportunity to voluntarily reques~ieaves of absences ~ytime
dur.:1g the caiendar year subject to the following stipulations:
1. Leave mav occur over a oeriod of weeks, months, monthlv or a
reduced week schedule of less than 40 hours per week (leave· and/ or
reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of three (3) months in a
' ') . wi:-!
. u•".. vv'-.t.-'--; ·,c.:•.:,-I -~·,'__ (_ .c:.-....
'
I
(
I
/J
12 mon th penoa
~ :..!..-/-!--·-~--~ 6;,~---- --.t-··- <5.<- 1v
'1-fu...-. ..._ -:;, '·7f'-:v~ ::.~ ,
(/
-.
v tJ
\1
2. All leaves must be approved by the immediate supervisor and the
dean, director, or area head. To request a leave of absence, the staff
member must complete a Special Leave Request Form and send
completed form to Personnel Services.
3. ~o approval will be given to the hiring of temporary/part-time help
to fill in for the temporary vacancies created by these leaves. The staff
member's absence must not interfere or impede other University
operations. Employees on special leave should be available to return to.
their assignment in the event of unforeseen emergencies.
4. Employees "vill continue to receive paid regular medical, dental,
vision, and life insurance benefits. Employees are responsible for
paying applicable insurance premiums.
.

5.

'

.

Vacation and sick leave will accrue for·h;ours actually worked.
r·'e------

6. In the case o-~retirement credit}accrual, employees will
receive a full month oficredit if earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per
month. partial cr~dit if employees earn less,~and no credit if there are

no earnings.

. ..

7,. The status of full-time and part-time staff members remains the
same.

I

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
The leave without pay policy alloWs full-time and part-time
Administrative Staff members the opportunity to voluntarily request
unpaid leaves of absences. Two types of leave without pay are
available to members of the Administrative Staff--special short-term
leave of less than three months and long-tc?.rm leave of more than
three months. Both are subject to approval by the staff member's
supervisor and contracting officer after receipt of an application from
the staff member at least one month prior to the effective date of the
leave. An application form for both tY})es of leave is available in
Personnel Services.
Employees will receive a full month of PERS retirement credit if
earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per month, partial credit if
earnings are less than $250.00, and no credit.if there are no earnings.
The employee's contract. base salary will not be affected by the leavewithout-pay arrangement.
Vacation and sick },~ave will accrue only for the hours actually
worl~ed. Leave-with.:,ut-pay can be ust-d in sequence with vacation.
Generally, salary reductions will be spread across the remaining pay
checks in the contract period unless the employee requests that the
entire reduction be reflected in the next pay.
Short-Term Leave
•Short-term },:-aves are available to full-time and part-time
administrativE- staff and may occur ovt-r a period of weeks, months,
monthly or via a rr::duced week schedule of less than 40 hours per
week. Leave and/or reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of
three months in a 12 month period and may not be in effect for more
than three years.
•Staff members will continue to receive paid regular mt?.dical, dental,
vision, and life insurance benefits. Employees are responsible for
continuing to pay the same insurance premiums tht-y may pay when
not on leave.
•The status of full-time and
same.

part.~t.irr11?.

staff nu:mbers remmns the

• No approval will be given to the hiring of temporary/part-time .staff to
fill in for the tempr)rary vaeaneic?~ cn?.ated by tht-se leaves. The staff
member's absence must. not. interfere with or impede other
University opr?rations. \Vith reasonable notification, employees on
leave-\vithout-pay should be available to rc:-t.urn to their assigmnc?nt in
the event of emergencies with significant impact on tht- long-term
functioning of the area.
•Staff members may caned the leave arrangement by notifying the
supervisor one month prior to the return to a full-time scht-dule.

3f

Long-Term Leave
•Long-t&rm leave::: are available to full-time administrative staff for
periods in excess of three months. In reviewing the leave request,
the supervisor must determine whether the position can be held for
the staff member's return and whether it can be satisfactorily filled
by a temporary appointment without being detrimental to the
efficiency of the unit's operation.

•Dming the leave of absence, the employee may maintain insurance
coverage for a maximum of one to two years (depending on the type of
insurance) by personally assmning the financial obligation.
Extension of coverage may be approved upon appeal. Insurance
coverage is provided by the University to the end of the month in
which the leave begins and is reinstated at the beginning of the
month in which the staff member returns. In the intervening
months, the staff member must as8ume t.he total premium cost. of
both employee and employer for insurances. (Additional insurance
hen.efits may be available for a disability leave of absence.)
• If a staff member decides not to return from a leave of absence,
he/she should notify t.he supervisor not less than one month prior to
the date of termination.

Arpr.:.v.:J by PWC 10/819:!

Aoprcvw by ASC 11/W:J

Vic-;. Pr€'sid.;;nt fc.r
A,:3d.;.m~

S:.wling Grudr•, (thk'

Affairs

~r;..)U3-•:rt:•:2(1

(.ti9) 3:':::-2915
FA:•': (-!iG) :372-8-1-~6

Gable: BGSUOH

November 3, 1992

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:

SUBJECf:

Personnel Welfare Conuni ttee

"""" -z,n'-'-~---/
Norma J, Sticklet'f~
Assistant to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Next meeting

We are scheduled to hold our ne:xt meeting on November 12.
Unfortunately, several m.embers of the committee will be involved in
another ASC meeling at the same time. Could we, therefore, plan to meet
from 11:30 to 1~:30 on November 1~ in the I\lcFall Chart Room? Bring your
lunches if you would like to.
The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss the attached proposal for
an addition to the Administrative Staff Handbook.

Bowling Green State University
Adtninistrative Staff Leave Without Pay Request Forn1
10#

Name

Campus Phone

'artment
Title

Truu: ______~~--

From:

mm/dd/yr

mm/dd/yr

DAILY (~.g. 9(!.9; 9:un-12pm = 3hrc.) ;;' I-Je3.
P_A~IDOM (hourr u:. b3 d::tcrmind)

FULL WEEJ: (S)

:.· Hf'_S.

(e.g. 9n- 9/11; 8 >m- 5pm)

40

FULL MOJITI-l(S)

(~.g. J~n-1-.brch

'9:'.)

1.' I-IP_S.

480

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
WED.
TIIUR.

FRI.
SAT.
DAILYIIRS.

~

+

WI:I:KLY IIF.S.

I\IOYrnL Y nr.s.

+

= TOT.\L IIRS.

'qry r.~ductii:.ns will b.:. acro.;s remainin3 p~tyc:h.~d:s in t.h.;. cont.nct period unle::s the .;mploye,:-. r.:-que:<;t.::; "' on.~-t.im.:. r.~duction.
0 I r.;qu~-::::t that.leit'J.;-. wit.h.::.ul pay ::::::J:lly r.:duct.ion:::: will be ::::pr.~ad ::.eros::: r.:maining clv:d::::: in the pay p.;riod.

0 I r.:.que::;t t.hat t.h~ .:.nt.ire reduction will k r.:.l:kctcd on t.h:. n.::xt pay period.
Th.:. ~uonal data provid.:-d on thi::: <,pplkat.ion i::: tme, c:orrect, and compkk l•J th.~ be::::t.::.f my l:nowkdge. I volunt:llily r·~tlu.::st k:we without
pay for t.h.:. hoJW':': ~111d dat.:-..;; menlk•n.:-.d abov•: and in accordanc.:. with t.h.:, :::t.ipubtion.:; of t.h.:- L:ave Without Pay fhJlicy.
Etnpk.ycc Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Rem~ks --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Supervisor or Department Head

Approved
Disappwwd f,Jr the foll.Jwing rca~on{s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Area Head or Dean

Approwd (P.::.sit.iun fl(ollu be filkd with temporary, pall-lim.::., ur .:;t.ud.:;nt. help dming k.cav.: p.::riod.)
Disapproved for the following r•:a<:on(s)
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date

Personnel Services
______ Re.::ord.:.d

Date

!£ave Withom Pay Form 10/,1/92

Signature -------------------------------C.:~k:

c.r Approv1! :: _ _ _ _ (Pr.:.vid.;d by Pcr::onn;:;l

S3rvic~s)

Proposed chan&es to Administrative Staff Handbook
(additions in caps)

SALARY ADJUSTMENTS FOR PROJ\tiOTIONS/CHANGES IN TITLE (SEE
ALSO MARKET ADJUSTMENTS GUIDELINES)
I

I

I

Jl..,;'-'lt....~-t ~-;.d-n..-r

SALARY £~&-'H-·1-ENTS ARE 1\·IADE TO AD1\1INISTRATIVE STAFF
ME1\IBERS WI-lEN TI-lEY ARE PROMOTED, PROMOTIONS ARE
ACC01\IPANIED BY A SIGNIFICA.NT
. CHANGE IN JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
AND 1\IA1-1ALSO INCLUDE A CHANGE IN TITLE.

~~~1'41-

Market Adjustment Guidelines (SEE ALSO "SALARY ADJUSTMENTS FOR
PROMOTIONS/CHANGES IN TITLE)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rationale for the change:
The change is proposed to darify that promolions should be accompanied
by a salary adjusl1nent and that a member of the administralive staff may be
promoted by being given additional responsibilities, even though the _job title
dot!s not change. In the past, staff meml"'l€rs have l"'1€en given significant
addili0nal responsibilities but have been refused a salary adjusL1nent on the
assertion that there was no promotion, and therefore no reason for a salary
adjusl1nent, so long as the job title remained the same.
As the University attempts to adjust to changing budgets and to
reorganize to make the most efficient use of resources, there are likely to be
increased instances of members of the staff being asked to take on more and
more responsibility as units are consolidated, etc. If these additional
responsibilities are significant, the change should be considered a promotion and
there should be a salary adjusl1nent.

Libraries and
L.::arning P..osources

MEMORANDUM
November 4, 1992

TO:

Personnel \Velfare CL,Irmrittee. Members

FROM:

Handbook Review Subcommittee.
Judy Donald
Lori Schumacher
Beverly Stearns
Deb Wells

RE:

Administrative Staff Handbc.ok
Revision Recommendations for

1093-~4

Following are recommendations made by the review committee of the Administrative
Staff Council (Handbook Review Subcomrnittee/P\VC) for revisions [0 the A.dministr.uive
St.IjfHJn.ib,_J,)k. The revisions indude updated polky, priXedure, and benefits
information as well as typographical currections. \Ve would appreciate receiving your
comments/suggestions within enough tin1e for discussion by i.he P\VC prior to revi.::w by
ASC in December.

Global

Chan~es:

• Change "AJminisrrative Staff Personnel Services" to Personnel Services
• Change "Director of AJnrinisrrative Personnel Services" to Director of Personn?l Services
Tyuo~:raphjcal Chan~:es:

• Table of Contents. Add Administrotiw~ .Staff I-landbl"'"lk Introduction ......... 2.1
• Table of Contents, page 2. Solicitation Policy
• Page 2, paragraph I, line 1. Add CASC! following the flrst reference to Admini!:rrative
Staff Council
• Page 2, paragraph II, line 3. performi.ng
• Page 2.1. Add page number 2.1
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Physician Servkes, line 3,

diagnosti~

• Page 16, ARTICLE 7, Section 2, line 1. Underline title l11e Monitor to use format
consistent with page 2, paragraph I, line 9.

-

, " " •~-~-~ • :L---·
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o ........ t;~-
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t.,AI"\'1 1"'11"71"\

•

1110\ 'l7"J./Q'::::t:.

Typographical Changes Continued:

• Page. 30, EVALUATION PROCEDURE, number:!., line 5. re1'resentative (singular)
• Page 33, I. B. l., line -f. Also page 36, VI. C., line 3. Change. 911 Administration
Building to 100 College Park Building.
• Page 33, I B. 3., line 4. ... to the Office of Personnel Services...
• Page 37, last paragraph, line S. consideratiQns
• Page -t3.1, line 15. Phone number for the Office of Affinnative Action and Handicapped
Services (372-8195)
• Page 44, KEY REGULATIONS, line 7. returned
• Page 46, l\1.ARKET ADJUSTMENTS GUIDELINES, line 1. realize.s
• Page -tS, IviERIT PAY AND MERITY EVALUATION, line 3. ac:ross=the:.board
• Page 48, ACROSS-TI-lE:BOARD INCREASES FOR ADMINISTR<\TIVE STAFF
• Page 52, PARKING REGULATIONS FOR I-l<\NDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS, last
paragraph, lines 3--t. update titles of contact persons e.g., Coordinator of Handicapped
Services or list offices rather than individuals e.g., Office of Affrrmative Action and
Handicapped Services or Parldng and Traffic
• Page. 57, line 3. servicing. Page 57, line 5. whether. Page 57, line 10. University
• Page 60, IV.A.5.a. spacing
• Page 61, IV.B.2.a. spacing
• Page 65, STATEMENT OF TI-lE ROLE .<\NO MISSION OF BO\VLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERsm·. TiLle and format should be consistent with the Cl~tzrt€r Appendi"'
B Role & Ivlission Statement. Also, typos (p. 7-t, paragraph 2, line 2; p.75, paragraphs
3--t) in .4dministrativt StL1/f I-Iandb.:;,:,k version which do not appear in Ch,zrta version.
• Page 78, SE~'LTAL l-l<\RASSiviENT POLICY, Policy Statement, line. 3.

student~

• Page 82, SICK LEAVE POLICY, line 3. ...at the rate of 10 hours or 1 1/-t days per
month ... (to be consistent with new BGSU Leave Reporting Fom1). Page 82, paragraph
3, line 3....for approval and forwarded ... ; line 5. documentation
• Page 86, II.b.,

paragraph~.

line 6. overlapping (one word)

• Page 91, TRAVEL, paragraph 1, last line. advance.. (add punctuation)
• Page 91, UNEMPLOYiviENT COMPENSATION, Procedures of Application, 1. Delew
sentence: Personnel Support Servkes will also seek... current emplovment status. also
delete: Administrative Staff Personnel Services will infom1 Personnel Support Servic~s
that; also, Procedures of Application, 2. delete: Administrative Staff Personnel Services
will so infom1 the Office of Personnel Support Services. In such a case.

Typographical Changes Cuntinued:

• Page 92, UNEMPLO\'l.IENT CO:rviPENSATION, Procedures of Application, 2. Delete:
the Office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services will so infom1; line 5, change:
''and" to will endorse; Pro~.o"'edures of Application, 3. delete: Director of Administrative
Staff Personnel Services and the
• Page 92, VACATION POLICY, line 2.... at the rate of 176 hours or twenty-two
days ... (to be consistent with the new BGSU Leave Reporting Foml). Also, para2raph
3, line 8. A staff member's vacation balance cannot exceed 352 hours (-+4. days).~
• Page 93, line 3. Replace "unit" with complex ...

Policv/Procedure Information Updates.;,
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Health Insurance. Add statement describing the 125
plan. Text should appear in same fonnat as other benefits listed.
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Vision Care. Infommtion may change.
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Dependent Life Insurance. Cost is $2.80 per month
regardless of the number of dependents.
• Page 5, BEl\TEFITS IN BRIEF, Retirement Change University Contribution for PERS
to 13.31%. Delete references to STRS and University and Employee Contribution for
STRS (also which is inaccurate). **R"'\CEPTION to statement regarding enrollment in
PERS is inaccurate.. Should read: A member of STRS who transfers directlv from a
faculty position at BGSU to an administrative sraff position at BGSU retains membership
in both STRS and PERS. Membership is detemlined by current position stan1s.
• Page 8, BENEFITS AFTER RETIREiviENT. Delete references to faculty and STRS.
• Page 37, GRANT OR K\l'ERNALLY FUNDED POSmONS, number 7. Infom1ation
may change.
• Page 43, HANDICAP REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION PROCEDURES. May
wish to update infom1ation from Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 cTitle I effective
July 26, 1992).
• Page 4-t., INWRY/WORKERS' COivlPENSATION, paragraph :!. Replace with the
following: Injuries should be reported on the: Bowling Green State Universitv Iniurv
Report Fonn. The fom1 is to be comrleted bv rhe supervisor of the injured emplovee. or
of me area where the injun' occurred and submitted to the Office of Environmental Health
and Safety (102 College Park Building, FAX 372-~19-t.'! on the same dav as the
jnjury occurs. For ~erjous injuries, injuries resulting in loss of work. or injuries
associated with environmental hazards (e.g., chemical releases). call 911.
Environmental Health and Safety will conduct injmy investigations as needed.

Poli.:vJPrgcedure Inf0rnution UWates--INJURY/WORKER'S COMPENSATION, p:lCJ!,'Taph ::!: Continued

Bowling Green State University is subjec.t to federal and state re:rulations which
at!t!lY to all employees.- Regulated areas include fire prevention. radioactive materials.
and hazardous waste. l11e University also has adopted polices which applv to all
departmenis and employees. as is the case with the BGSU Hazardous Materials Policv.
Individual departments and areas may have policies and procedures which affect
employee.s. See your supervisor for infom1ation on regulations and policies that applv to
your work area. Call Environmental Health and Safety f372-:~J71) tor additional
information.
• Page 5...1., Payroll Deductions, 6. Currently, graduate fee waivers are not taxable. Page
54. In addition, deductions which may be withheld ... Add 10. Contributions to 125 Plan
• Page 65-77, STA1EMENT OF TI-lE ROLE AND ~USSION OF BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY. Use same fom1at as the Cht1rta Appendix B Role & Mission
Statement. (Goals are mm1bered and in bold typeface in the updated version.)
• Goal #7, line 13. ...the Office of Continuing Education, International and Sunm1er
Programs, ...

• B. Ac.ademic Programs. Update numbers for undergraduate, masters' and Ph.D.
programs.
• Pages 83-S...t., SMOKING REGULATIONS. Intom1ation may be out of date. POSTING
OF SMOKING AREAS. Infonnation needs to be updated e.g., Libraries: No smoking.
(Taken from Building .Monitor & Smoking Policy Assignments list dated 14-Nov-90.)
• Page 87, BO\VLING GREEN STATE UNIVERsm·'s POLICY ON ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUGS OF ABUSE. Update with most recent version distributed Oct-92.
• Pages 87.1-89, SUPPLE!\.IENT.I\L RETIRE1\1ENT PROGR.:\.M FOR
ADlVUNISTR-\TIVE STAFF. Change in SR.P for administrative staff pending.

• LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADlVUNISTRATIVE STAFF. Add upon fmal approval
(draft proposal reviewed by PWC 10/4/92):1 a;l/'- ·~1'--L/ '(..~. A~
r l 51 I~?

c.. ;' :r,

I

• INTERNAL SEARCH PROCESS FOR ADlVUNISTR-\TIVE STAFF VACANCIES.
Add upon final approval. (Approved by PWC 8/'27/92; ASC Executive. Conmlittee
9/S/9'2) (T~Ir.l ;4$C . (!) d-, I I 119 2.
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Admini;otralive Staff C.:.undl
[;owling Cir.~en, OhioJ 4C;403-0C;73

Bowling Green State University
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November 17, 1992
MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Moore
Executive Dirjctor, Personnel Services

FROM: Ann Bowers~~
Chair, Administrative Staff Council
RE:

Strategic Planning meeting

You knew it would be; I hoped it would be . • . but the strategic planning
meeting last Thursday for Administrative Staff Council was truly very
successful. People are excited and the creative thoughts are running.
You were a great facilitator; keeping us moving, yet responsive to our
needs. I am summarizing the goals and objectives now and we plan to meet
as a group one more time to review and prioritize. Then the Executive
Committee and standing committees will begin to direct the activities.
We will be back to you in a much more planned fashion as we begin to
implement the short and long range goals.
We are all aware of the time commitment you made for us and although our
funds are quite limited, our appreciation is great and sincere. Thanks
again for your vision and your time.

MEMORANDUM
Novem~r

To:

14, 199~

DRAFT

DRAFT

Deans, Chairs, Department Heads

From: John C. Mocore, Exe.::utive Director
Persmmel Services
Subj:

NEW EMPLO~MENT SERVICE

The role of the temporary employee in today's economy is playing a larger role in helping
businesses remain competitive and solvent. Reccogni:::ing this trend, Persconnel Services
developed a proposal ·whkh was approved by Administr.:ttive C:mndl that would allow
departments to fill temporary positions thrcough temp0rary agencies/services. The program
will be implemented on a pil•Jt basis for six months and evaluated t.J determine wlK:ther the
following objectives are met.
a.
b.
c.

.
of service by providing a better-qualified temporary
Improved .1uality
empkoyee due to the screening, assessment, and sl--ills enhancement capabilities
that many agencies/services offer.
Increas•?d flexibility by elimii~g our obligati0n t•J dvil service limits on
temporaries which often run counter to the University's temp;::.ral)' staffing
needs.
S.:tlary savin6s achieved through negotiated lvwer hourly rates of pay due to
the cunsolidatk111 cof vur purchasing 1-·xnver. Other projected savings will come
fromnt)t having tc• pay fc•r retirement contributkms, step/longevity increases.
worl:ers comp•:::nsation premiums, sick leave, and unemployment mmpensation.

Deparbnents who wish to .::ontinue hiring under the ctUTent system may continue to do so.
However, those departments will continue tv pay the current hourly rates of pay, wh.kh will in
alllikl@h.xod, be hiJh,;::r than the rates which will be charged by the·temporary
service/agency. Furth•:::rmc·r~, durations of assignments as detem1ined by dvil service laws will
c.:mtinue tv be in effect for d.::partmenl3 who fill pi)Sitiom under our current system.
I am asking departments to actively participate in the pikol program, nDt only l'l\:::cause I b.::Iieve
it will result in hiring better-qualified tempJraries and salary savings, but l'l\:::cause your
f~Xdba..::k.

is critkial in evaluating the df..=:ctiveness (of this new service. Per3c•Imel and the
selected agencyI service will offer worl:.shcops prior to the implementatkm cof this program to
explain how the new servi.::e will operate and to answer any questi0ns you may have.
Let me reemphasize that if you wish,.~ontilme to hire h~~poraries under Ute .::urrent system and
maintain Ute status quo, you .:an continue to so. However, if you are interested in innovative
ways to hire better temporary empl•)yees and save money as well, this new service is an option
worth exploring. The potential benefits fwm any or all vf the stated objectives are too
significant not to give the proposed program an oppc@nily for su.::cess. Personnel Senrices is
planning to implem.;::nt the pilot program by Jamtal)' 1S, 1903. Thanks f;:or assisting us with the
evaluation of this prugram. Please contact Sam Ramire:: i'tt 37:2-2:2:23 if yDu have any
additional questions c•r mmments.

•

~~

~~<=>~
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MEl\10RANDUM

Personnel Services
8·::;wlin3 Green, Ohio "13403
(419) 372-2225
(419) 372-2558
(419) 3 72-8421
FAY: (419) 37~-~920
Cable: BGSUOH

November 9, 1992
To:
From:
Subj:

John C. :Moore, E:..:ecutive Director
Personnel Services
·
Sam Ramirez, Manage~ .
Employm.ent Services
TIMELINE FOR HviPLEiviENTING TEMPORARY PROPOSAL

The fl:.llowing timdine will be used in implementing and evaluating the use
of temporary agencies.
Nov. 9-13

I-Ia ve final bid docunKnt revi.::wed by Pur.:hasing and m3il to
temporary a2;encie3, deadline for response 1::!/4/9:!.
Individuals responsible: S. Ramire::c/L. Hood
Review, apprcoval cond di~tribution of letter l•J deans, directors, chairs
explaining new service.
Individuals responsible: R. Martin/S. Ramire::
Develop •:rileria ched:sh~Xt for evaluating pwposal3, review
proposals as they are received.
Individuals responsible: Employment Staff

Dec. 7-11

Reduce propc•sal Lo top three agencies/servkes and arrange on-site
visits for 1:2/1•1, 12/16, 1~/19. Contact unsuccessful vendors.
Individuals responsible: Employment Staff

De.:. 14- 19

Conduct on-site visits and sdect top two vendors.
Individuals responsible: Employment Staff
Award contract v1ith primary and alternate agen.:y. P..::3inning planning
for workshops.
Individuals responsible: Employment Staff and sele.::ted agencies.

Jan. 4 -Jan. 15

C.::.ncluo:t 4 training sessk.ns uf one hc•ur each, bc•th in the moming and
aflernc,on. vVrit~ to departrnents which are high volume temporary
users and place article in the MonifDr. lo advertise w.Jrkshops.
Individuals responsible: Employrc.ent Slaff ancllemp•xary agencies.

January 18

BEGIN PROGRAM

April 18

Quarterly review.
Individuals responsible: Employment Staff and tempc•rary agencies.

July 18

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Individuals responsible: Employment Staff.

An Equal [mplvymeni- ,'-,{firrnalive Action Emplo,,er

Libraries and
Learnin3 Re;.::.urces

November 18, 1992
MEMORANDUM

ro:

Ann Bowers, Chair
Administrative Staff Council~

FROM:

Beverly Stearns, Member
Handbook Review Subcomrruttee/
Pers01mel \Velfare Conuni tte.e

RE:

A.dministmtiw Stt"zf! H.:mdbD.:,k

Revision Recommendations for 1993-94
Attached is a memorandum from the 1-Iandb•x•k Review Subcommittee to Persmmel
Welfare. Conmlittee members containing reconm1endations for revisions to the
AJministrJtivt StajfHJikibDDk. The recommendations were reviewed and approved by
Personnel Welfare Ccnruruttee on November 1::!, 1992.
The P\VC believes that none of the t)•pogr-aphical and procedural recommendations are
substantive enough to require ASC approval. Policy changes that either have been
approved or are pending approval by ASC are identified c•n page 4 of the. memorandum.
We ask that you review the recommendations and attachments and forward them to Walter
Ml.llttenegro, Persc11md Servi..:-es for inclusion in the next issue of the Handbook.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have questions or concerns about the
document.
enclosure
c:

~Stickler,
Chair
PWC

C•ffice ollh<: ue<>n

• 20,! jerome Libr<:1y •

Bowling Gr.xro, Ohio ,1340:::-0170

•

(419) 37:!-2C:6

Libraries and
Re,vurces

L~?arning

MEMORANDUM
November 4, 1992
TO:

Personnel \Velfare Corrunitte.e Members

FROM:

Handbook Review Subcommittee
Judy Donald
Lori Schumacher
Beverly Stearns
Deb Wells

RE:

Administrative Staff Handbook
Revision Reconm1endations for

1993-~4

Following are reconmK·ndations made by the review commhtee of the Adminisrrative
Staff Council (Handbook Review Subcomminee/P\VC'J for revisions to the Adminisir.ztivc:
St.:iffH.zndbDuk. The revisions include updated policy, procedure, and benefits
infonuarion as well as typographical ~orrections. We would appredate receiving your
comments/suggestions within enough time for discussion by the P\VC prior to review by
ASC in December.
Global

Chan~es:

• Change "Adminisn·ative Staff Personnel Services" to Permnnel Services
• Change "Director of Administrative Personnel Services" to Direc1:or of Pep.;onnel S?rvices
Iypo~raphjcal Chan~es:

• Table of Comems. Add Administrative Staff Handbook Introduction.

I.

I

L.•

I

••

2.1

• Table of Contems, page 2. Solicitation Policy
• Page 2, paragraph I, line 1. Add (Asc·, fvlk•wing Lhe first reference tv Administrative
Staff Council
• Page 2, paragraph II, line 3. performing
• Page 2.1. Add page number 2.1
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Physician Services, line 3. diagnostis,:
• Page 16, ARTICLE 7, Secdon 2, line 1. Underline tide The Monitor £0 use fommt
consistent with page 2, paragraph I, line ~-

Offi.:e ol th.: Dean

•

204 lerome librarv

•

Cowling GrEen. Ohio -~3403·0170

•

(419) 371-2356

Tyoographical ChJnger. Continued:

• Page 30, EVALUATION PROCEDURE, number :2., line 5. rerresentative (singular)
• Page 33, I. B. 1., line 4. Also page 36, VI. C., line 3. Change 911 Administration
Building to 100 Coiiege Park Building.
• Page 33, I B. 3., line 4. ... to the Oftice of Personnel Services ...
• Page 37, last paragraph, line 8. consideratiQns
• Page 43.1, line 15. Phone number for the Office of Affinnative Action and Handicapped
Services (372-8_495)
• Page 44, KEY REGULATIONS, line 7. returned
• Page 46, lVlARKET ADJUSTMENTS GUIDELINES, line 1. realizes
• Page 48, MERIT PAY AND MERITY EVALUATION, line 3. ac.ross3hed)Oard
• Page 48, ACROSS-TI-IE:BOARD INCREASES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
• Page 5:2, PARKING REGULATIONS FOR HI\NDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS. last
paragraph, lines 3-4. update titles of contact persons e.g., Ox"lrdinator of Handkapped
Services or list offices rather than individuals e.g., Office of Affmnative Action and
Handicapred Services or Parking and Traffic
• Page 57, line 3. servicing. Page 57, line 5. whether. Page 57, line 10, University
• Page 60, IV.A.5.a. spacing
• Page 61, IV.B.2.a. spacing
• Page 65, STATEIVIENT OF THE ROLE AND MISSION OF BO\VLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY. Title and fonnat should be consistent with the Ch,·mcr Appendix
B Role & Mission Statement. Also, lypos (p. 74, paragraph :2. line :2; p.75, paragraphs
3-4) in A..:iministru.tivt: StJjfH,mdb.x•k version which do nm appear in Charta version.
• Page 78,

SE~'UAL

H.ARI\SSIVIENT POLICY, Policy Smtement, line 3. student.§.

• Page 82, SICK LEAVE POLICY, line 3 ....at the rate of 10 hours or 1 1/4 days per
month ... (to be consis[ent wich new BGSU Leave Reporting Form). PageS:!. paragraph
3, line 3... .for approval and forwarded ... ; line 5. documentation
• Page 86, Il.b., paragraph :2, line 6. overlapping (one word)
• Page 91, TRAVEL, paragraph 1, last line. advance. . (add puncmation)
• Page 91, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, Procedures of Application, 1. Delete
sentence: Personnel Surport Services will also seek... current emplovment status. also
delete: Administrative Staff Personnel Services will infonn Personnel Support Services
that; also, Procedures of Application, 2. dele[e: Administrative Staff Personnel Services
will so inform the Office of Personnel Suproit Services. In such a case.
- 2 -

Typo;:rraphieal Changes Continued:

• Page 92, UNE~lPLOY~IENT CO~ENSA TION, Procedures of Application,:!. Delete:
the Office of Adminisi.Tative Staff Personnel Services will so infonn; line 5. change:
"and" to will endorse; Procedures of Application, 3. delete: Director of Administrative
Staff Personnel Services and the
• Page 9:2, VACATION POLICY, line 2 .... at the rate of 176 hours or twenty-two
days ... (to be ('Onsistent with the new BGSU Leave Reporting Fom1). Also. pa.ragr:1ph
3, line S. A staff member's vacation balance cannot exceed 35:! hours (44 days) ...
• Page 93, line 3. Replace "unit" with complex ...

Policy/Procedure Information Updates:
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Health Insurance. Add statement describing the 1:!5
plan. Text should appear in same fom1at as other benefits listed.
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Vision Care. lnfonnation may change.
• Page 4, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Dependent Life Insurance. Cost is $:!.SO per month
regardless of the. number of dependents.
• Page 5, BENEFITS IN BRIEF, Retirement. Change University Contribution for PERS
to 13.31%. Delete references to STRS and University and Employee Contribution for
STRS (also which is inaccurate). **EXCEPTION to stmement regarding enrollment in
PERS is inaccurate. Should read: A member of STRS who transfers directlv from a
faculty position at BGSU to an adminisrrmive staff rosition at BGSU retains membershiv
in both STRS and PERS. Membership is determined bv current position status.
• Page S, BENEFITS AFTER RETIRE~IENT. Delete references to faculty and STRS.
• Page 37, GRANT OR E.'\."TERNALLY FUNDED POSITIONS, number 7. Infommtion
may change.
• Page 43, HANDICAP RE.~SONABLE ACCOMMODATION PROCEDURES. May
wish to update infonnation from Amerkmts with Disabilities Act of 1990 CTitle I effective
July 26, 1992).
• Page ..J4, INWRY/WOR~RS' COivlPENSATION, paragraph:!. Replace. with the
following: Injuries should be reported on the Bowling Green State Universitv lnjurv
Report Fom1. The fom1 is to be com:pleted bv the surervisor of the injured emplovee. or
of the area where the injury occurred and submitted to the Office of Environmental Health
and Safety \102 College Park Building. FAX 37~-2194., on ihe ~ame dav as the
injury occur~. For serious injuries. injuries resulting in loss of \Vork. or injuries
associated with environmental hazards (e. g.. chemical releases). call 911..
Environmental Health and Safety will.::onduct injurv investi2:1tions as needed.

- 3 -

P.:Jlicy/PwceJure lnfurmal.i.:.n ULxi:ne::--INJURY/WORKER'S COMPENSATION, pJTagraph ::!: Cvnlinued

Bowling Green State University is subje..:-t to federal and state regulations which
apply to all employees. Re.zulated areas indude frre vrevention. radioactive materials.
and hazardous wa;;te. The University also has adopted volices which avplv to all
departments and employees. as is the case with the BGSU Hazardous Materials Polkv.
Individual departments and areas may have volides and vrocedures which affect
employees. See your supervisor for information on regulations and policies that applv to
your work area. Call Environmental Health and Safe tv (37~-:! 171) for additional
information.
• Page 5-J., Payroll Deductions, 6. Currently, graduate fee waivers are not t.:'Lxable. Page
5-J.. In addition, deductions which may be witltheld ... Add 10. Contributions to 1~5 Plan
• Page 65-77, STATEI\'iENT OF THE ROLE AND :MISSION OF BO\VLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY. Use same fommt as the Chtzrta Appendix B Role & Mission
Statement (Goals are numbered and in bold typeface in tlte updated version.)
• Goal #7, line 13.... the Office. of Continuing Education, Intemational and Sunm1er
Programs, ...

• B. Academic Programs. Update numbers for undergraduate., masters' and Ph.D.
programs.
• Pages 83-S-J., SMOKING REGULATIONS. InfonnatklD may be out of date. POSTING
OF SMOKING AREAS. Infom1ation needs to be updated e.g., Libraries: No smoking.
(T;:lken from Building Monitor & Smoking Policy Assignments list dated 14-Nov-90.)
• Page 87, BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S POLICY ON ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUGS OF ABUSE Update wirh most recent version distributed Oct-91.
Pendin~:

Policv

Cban~:es;

• INTERNAL SEARCH PROCESS FOR ADI\tliNISTRATIVE STAFF VACANCIES.
Add upon final approval. (Approved by PWC S/~7/9~; ASC Executive Conunittee
9/8/92; ASC 10/1/92). See Attachment I.
• LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF Add upon fmal approval.
(Draft proposal reviewed by P\VC 10/-t/9~; approved by ASC 11/5/92.1. See
Attachment II. L WOP form also attached as Attachment III.
• SALI\RY ENI-L<\NCEMENTS PROPOSAL. (Approved by P\VC 11/1:!/9:!). Copy
pending ASC approval.
• SEVERE WEATIIER POLICY. Snow emergency policy rec.onm1endation forwarded to
President. Copy pending approval.
• SUPPLEl\ffiNTAL RETIREMENT PROGRAlvt FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF.
Change in SRP policy for administrative staff pending.
• VACATION POLICY. Changes. (Approved by P\VC
Attachment IV.

- 4 -

S/~7/9~;

ASC 913192·1. See

A+ta..c.hrnenf ~
"1--7
Internal Search Process for
Administrative Staff Vacancies
During Periods of Layoffs or Contract Reductions Due to Budget Reductions

Effective Dates:
July 1, 199:! thn:mgh June 30, 1993 (tc• be re-established :::hc•uld budget reductions re...~r at
a future date)
Purpose
To provide preference f.:•r empl•}yn1•:nt con::iderati.:m for any administrative vacancies
that are available during the effective dates ;::1f this policy.

Eligibility
Administrative staff members are eligible if their contracts were not renewed or their
work schedule was reduced in r•:spon~~ to budget redu.::tions. Administrative staff
members whose mntr3.::ts arr::: not renr::we...i for other reasons such as poor performance or
expiration •A e:-:ternal fundin;; are not r:-ligible f.:,r the program.
Procedures:

a.

Hiring departments will process z. Pc.silion Opening and Request Authorization
(POR:\) accLtrding to r,r::.rrnal procedures. In the case where vacancies exist
prior to a budgr~l .:ri.:;is and a s•:::arch is already in pnxr:::::s. internal applicants
will be afforded •:very rea!:c.nabk· opportunity to apply.

b.

Upon receipt of a POPA frorr. ,-l.ffirmative Action, Per::onnd Services will
correspond with eli;:;ibk· individurds about the (•pening. deadline for applying
· and furnish a copy of the jc.b description.

c.

Within five work day:: c.f r~o:.::ipt c•f the inf.:.rmation, the Administrative Staff
member will indicate wl·.,:th2r he ;::.r she is intere::to::d in applying for the
position and will submit em updat~l resume. Credentials un file will be
reviewed by the E:·:ecutive Director of Persvnnel S2rvkes t•J detem1ine
qualifications of the applicant.

d.

Cre:dentials C•f individu::,ls who haw thus applied and been k.und eligible and
qualified will be review.:d by the hiring departn1ent and will c.:.nstitute a
separat·~ pool of applicants who v;ill be given preference fvr employment
consideration. All qualified <•pplicants will be interviewed; however, the
hiring department i::: under no •::.t.Iigatic.n t.:• hire the administrative staff
members.

e.

If the ir.dividual i= hir•::d as Eo re=ult of this prc•cess, th•: hiring department will
complch:: and process t~r. ,<l..ppointi-r.cr.t Activity F...:··~ord per established
procedures.

f.

If no internal .~andidt~tc-3 npply k·r the po~itio:.n, ·=•r if the interviews with the
internal candidalo:::3 do nc.t result ir. a jc.b offer, th·:: regulwr ::earch prvcess will
pruce:r::d. Pcr~•)l'!IH:I Sr::rvic.:·s will n•:.lify any unsuccc-::::ful candidates who have
interviewed for the pGsition.

Appruved by IWC 8/':!7 !Cfl.
Appwvcd b;• ASC E:·:c:utive Committee 9/8/92

LEAVE WI'l'HOtJr PAY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

The leave without pay policy allows full-time and part-time
Administrative Staff members the opportunity to voluntarily request
unpaid leaves of absences. Two types of leave. without pay are
available to members of the Administrative Staff--special short-term
leave of less than three months and long-term leave of more than
three months. Both are subject to approval by the staff member's
supervisor and contracting officer after receipt of an application from
the staff member at least one month prior to the effective date of the
leave. An application form for both types of leave is available in
Personnel Services.
Employees will receive a full month of PERS retirement credit if
earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per month, partial credit if
earnings are less than $250.00, and no credit if there are no earnings.
The employee's contract base salary will not be affected by the leavewithout-pay arrangement.
Vacation and sick leave will accrue only for the hours actually
worked. Leave-without-pay can be used in sequence with vacation.
Generally, salary reductions will be spread across the remaining pay
checks in the contract period unless the employee requests that the
entire reduction be reflected in the next pay.
Short;..Term .leave
• Short-term leaves are available to full-time and part-time
administrative staff and may occur over a period of weeks, months,
monthly or via a reduced week schedule of less than 40 hours per
week. Leave and/or reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of
-three months in a 12 month period and may not be in effect for more
than three years.

•StatT members will continue to receive paid regular medical, dental, .._-vision, and life insurance benefits. Employees are responsible for
continuing to pay the same insurance premiums they may pay when
not on leave.
•The status of full-time and part-time staff members remains the
same.
• No approval will be given to the hiring of temporary/part-time staff to
fill in for the temporary vacancies created by these leaves. The staff
member's absence must not interfere with or impede other
University operations. With reasonable notification, employees on
leave-without-pay ~hould be available to return to their assignment in
the event of emergencies with significant impact on the long-term
functioning of the area.
• Staff members may cancel the leave arrangement by notifying the
supervisor one month prior to the return to a full-time schedule.

Long-Term Leave
o Long-term leaves are available to full-time administrative staff for
periods in excess of three months. In reviewing the leave request,
the supervisor must determine whether the position can be held for
the staff member's return and whether it can be satisfactorily filled
by a temporary appointment without being detrimental to the
efficiency of the unit's operation.
o During

the leave of absence, the employee may maintain insurance
coverage for a manmum of one to two years (depending on the type of
insurance) by personally assuming the financial obligation.
Extension of coverage may be approved upon appeal. Insurance
coverage is provided by the University to the end of the month in
which the leave begins and is reinstated at the beginning of the
month in which the staff member returns. In the intervening
months, the staff member must assume the total premium cost of
both employee and employer for insurances. (Additional insurance
benefits may be available for a disability leave of absence.)

o If

a staff member decides not to return from a leave of absence,
he/she should notify the supervisor not less than one month prior to
the date of termination.

Approved by PWC i 018/9"2

-u·

Bowling Green State University
P{ tto.chn-,ent
C
so
Administrative Staff Leave \Vithout Pay Request Form
Name

ID#

Campus Phone
Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total H.:ours of Leave Requested

From:
mrnldd/yr

f'base indi.:at~ l~ .:-f leav~ requesLed (dted: une): Sh.:ort-Lerm !~ave (3 mom.hs •Jr leG~) 0
D.\ILY (e.g. 9!1.9; 9.1lll·l2pm = 3hr:;.) it I-IRS.
RA.NDOM (hours w be determined)

FULL WEEr:(S)

(~.g. 9fl ·

9/11; S :~m- 5pm)

lon~-terrn

mrnldd/;T

!eJve (m•Jre thm 3 months) 0
FULL Motm·I(S)

il I-IRS.

40

Thru: --~:-;-;-:--

(•!.g.

Ln-M::~rdt

'()3)

Ill-IRS.

480

SUN.
MON.
TUES.

WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
DAIL\'HRS.

+

WEEKL\' IJRS.

MONTIIL \' HRS.

= TOT.~L IIRS.

.... ''lf'J reducL.ions willlx': a~ross remaining paychcd:s in th~ contracl p.:-.riod unk·..:;s the employee requests a one-time. reduction.

0 I reque~t !.hat kave withvut pay &abry reductions will be. spread acr(•Ss remaining ch..:-d:s in the pay period.
0 I request t.ltit the entire r..:-duclion will b..:-. refle.cted on the. ne.\t pay p.:-riod.
The personal dal.3 provid..:-d on this application is true, wrr.:ct, and compkl.: LL• th~ be::;t of my knowkdge. I volunLJrily r..:-que.st kave \vithout
pay for the hours and dates mentioned ::~bove and in accord[!nce with the ~tipulations of Llu:-. Leav~ Without Pay policy.

Employee Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dare -------------------------

Rem&ks ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Supervisor or Department Head
Approved
Di~approved forth..:- f01lowing reason(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Signature ---------------------------------------------------

Dare -------------------

Area Head or Dean
Approv~d

(Po.:;iL.ion not Lu b~ filled willt

L~mP•Jrary,

pan-Lime, or ~Ludenl help during leave p~riod.)

Di~approved for the fvllowing reason(::;) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~;gnature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dare --------------------------

Personnel Services
--------- Recorded

Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Leav.! With.-.ut Pav F;mn 10/419:!

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

h/~~

25~~~

DuC:O

Adm1n1~!tative S!aH Cot.~nc
1?-:~wtir.g Grc~:;r., Ohio 43403·037:

Bowling Green State University

=D=
~c::;::>'V

August 27, 1992
MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Moore
Executive Director of Personnel Services

FROM:

Personnel Welfare Committee
Administrative Staff Council

SUBJECT:

Vacation Policy

The Personnel Welfare Committee of Administrative Staff
Council has reviewed the draft vacation policy. Unfortunately, there
has not been time since the receipt of the draft to take it to the full
Council. but the following are the recommendations from PWC:
1.

The following sentence should be reinserted into the
vacation policy: 'This policy excludes medical doctors,
residence hall directors, unit directors, and employees
whose contract period is for less than twelve months and
who have time off with pay during academic recess
between semesters, during breaks, holidays, or summer."

We believe this statement should remain in the policy
because the above-listed personnel now have negotiated
salaries that tal~e this particular work schedule into
account. In that sense, they do not formally receive
vacation days nor pay for the days when classes are not in
session. They receive no vacation in the same way that
other administrative staff members do. They are not
allowed to take vacation days in. for e·:ample. October or
February. If they take time off other than at clas.:. breal~s. it
must be leave without pay.
These employees currently are off on academic recess ~2
days in their contract period. If the days duting academic
recess were prorated 811d considered "vacation" in the
same way they are for C:jther nine-month administrative
staff, then they would be on recess only 16.5 days. They
would have to come in to work to assist students even
though the students would be gone.

2.

In another issue relating to the vacation policy, the
Personnel Welfare Committee restates its recommendation
sent to you in a memorandum of June 16, 1992 that all
administrative staff be allowed to use their vacation days as
they accrue them, beginning in their first year of
employment. Our current policy forces new employees to
go a full year without a vacation; it gives employees an
immediate backlog of accrued days that is sometimes hard
to use in the second year: and there is no apparent
rationale for such a restriction.

~~lrr,.,j

0v
s.a

Libraries and
Learning Resources

December 11, 1992

MEMORANDUM

10:

Nonna Stickler, Chair
Persotmel Welfare Conuuittee

FROM:

Beverly

Stearns~

Ha.ndtoOL•k Revision Com.T..ittee Memb·~r

RE:

Additional HL11t..1b·xJk Revisions from
Personnel Services

Per our recent conversation, I have finished reviewing Ms. Weadock's suggestions for
changes to the. A.dministhltivt: Stlrj/Ht11uib•.:.uk. Most of her suggestions are typographical;
however, she asked a few queslions. I thought you might wish to comment on the
following:
~

• Table of Contents. Change the format from alphabetical order w subject order? I
agree. The index should remain in alpha order as a cross reference to the T.O.C.

.

.

• Page 20, A.. dmillislrlttiJ•e Staff Cou11dl Charter. Only the Executive
Commiuee is listed under Committe-es. Should standing conunittees also be listed as
· in_the ByLaws? If so, does ihis type of change to the CharLer re\.1nire ASC approval? _\ ..

'-rl"-

)

* ~*) mean?

• Page 34, II.B.l. What does (cf. conditions

• Page 35, IV.A.5. Ambiguous? Here's my suggestion for rewording:
0 f(

u,'c..

5. The spouse of a deceased adminlstmtive staff member has not relinquished status
as a widow/widowtr. -F~~flh~., if the spouse remmTies. tuition fee waiver
benefits will not apply.

• Page 65. Fonnat change? Shcmld the University Role and Mission Statement be
moved to th~ front of the Ha.ndbt.)Ok--to prefa·X': to the contc.nts?
I'll hang on tt?. Ms .. '\\':~:itJ~I\:;k'~ copy of the. H(u~db.:• . :rk until I hear from you, after
which I'll be happy.,t!) l:l~liver (~opy and con~ments to Walt Montenegro .
.... J

t ::;;/.'j.
<:
',.

;,;

.~.

.

•

•..•
~

"' ..•
........

'~~-

~
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.,
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~
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Libraries and
Learning Resources

Bowling Green State University

~c::::>V"

January 5, 1993
MEMORANDUM
Walter Montenegro
Personnel Services

TO:

I

\p16

FROM:

Beverly Stearns
Assistant to the Dean, BGSU Libraries
Chair, ASC Handbt.•ok Revision Subcommittee

RE:

Revisions ro the .klminism.uivc: Stlljf HLmdbut1k

In December 1992, Sam Ramirez sent me the attached A<bninistmtivc: St.r{f Htmdb.:•Dk
containing Ms. Barbara Weadock's ediLorial 5uggestions and questions. I pre.sented the
document to the Chair of Lhe ASC Personnel Welfare Committee. Our responses ti) Ms.
Weadock's questions are included in the d(\:'ument in pencil.

This document should accompany the Administrative Staff C:mndl's revisions which
you received in December from Ann Bowers, Chair of ASC. Thank you, we appreciate
your assistance in this matter.

c:

A. Bowers, Chair ASC

yiN. Stickler, Chair ASC PWC

encl.

Oilice of the Dean

•

204 ]e.-om.:; Library

•

8owling Green, Ohio '~340J-0170

•

(~19)

Jn-1856
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Vi.:"' Pr&si.j,;.nt for
A-:a.:t.;mic Affairs
Bowlin:;J Grc..:.n, Ohio ~~--10:•3-0:•:02•)
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(419) 372-2915

Bowling Green State University

F A:o\: (419) 372-8-1-lo
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January 15, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

John Moore
Executive Director of Personnel

FROM:

Norma J. Stkkl~r,-::1,-.:.~._?J-::-·z.;~
Chair, ASC Personnel Welfare Committee

Many thanks for att~nding our Personnel Welfare Committee meeting
yesterday to discuss approaches to conducting job and salary surveys of
administraliv~ staff positions. We know how busy your schedule is, so we
deeply appreciate your valuable time. As we indicated at th~ meeting, we are
ready to assist you and the new assistant director in developing analyses of
positions and salaries.
}:c:

'b.t~! <f3

Ann Bowers, Chair of ASC

Bt3SL~JH

/ ll,olil
:s-~

~£~

'ES\j··-=--:a
ULf., ,.

1/..,00

Vt-:ti Prcsid.:·nt fer
A.;ad.~m!; .fl.ffairs
8-:wlin\l Gr.:.;n, Clh~~ 4:2.4•13-•X•:20
(419) 372<:!915

Bowling Green State University

FAX: (41<o) :.r2-r-l-1•3
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January 15, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Ann Bowers
Chair, Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Norma J. StidJe01-t--n::-..£...1
Chair, ASC Personnel Welfare Committee

SUBJECT:

DAY CARE

As we all know, the subject of day care has been discussed for years and
there is still little progress. The Personnel Welfare Conunittee recommends
that the Administrative Sta.ff Council initiate a united effort to bring action.
It is our suggestion that th~ officers of all five constituent groups
(administrative staff, classified staff, faculty, graduate students, and
undergraduate students) meet and prepare a .common recommendation for
day care and work as a unit to seek action. The five groups share concerns
about day care, and this might be:.- an appr.:•priah~ first item to bring before a
"University Council."
xc:

PWC members

S7
Vi,:.; Prt<sidt;'llt for
Academic Affairs
EGwling •3r~·~n ••:ohi.:l -l'J40:J·OCCO
(419) 372·2915

Bowling Green State University

FA:•:: (·!19) :37.:!·2-1~0
C3ble: B<::;SIJOH

January 15, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Paul J. Olscamp
President

~~~

l ..~i ~u_) f/!:_._,{.fUL/
'
No)rma J. Stid:I~vj
1
Assistant to the Vice Presit ent
for Academic Affairs

FR0:!\1:

SUBJECf:

Study of Administrative Staff Positions and Salaries

I am writing on l~half of the Administraliv•: Staff Personnel Welfare C.Jmmittee of
which I am the chair.
Over the past several years, limited studk:s .::conducted by the Administrative Staff
salary committee and by Affirmative Action have indkated that there is reason to believe
salary inequities e:dst an-..:•ng lhe administrative staff. For e'\ample, some women appear to be
receiving less salary than mo.:n lVh\) perf.:•rm similar functi.::ms and have similar titles. There
does not appear t0 be c.:;nsisten.~y in the !.:vel of rest-;,:;nsibility among the staff members who
hold the similar titles. I e~:pr•:ss all vf this in terms of "appear" because it is clear that
further study must b0 ,_x,nducted. In order tc• do a pmper and cc•mplcte study, it will be
necessary to examine in detail spedfk fttn·~tions and lev.:ls of responsibility for each position.
We have di&...·ussed our .:on.:ems with John Ml:•ore, and he has assured us that an
administrative staH job and salary study will bo2 high priority for the new assistant director
of personnel. The Personnel Welfare Committee has v0lunteered to assist the Pers.:•nnel Office
in conslntcling and condu.::Lin,?; a thor•)ugh study and we are e:~ger to w.:•rk with Mr. 11oore and
the new assistant director. We have a!-;.:; ho~ard that you are planning to appoint a task force
tc• e:\amine administraliv•: staff ~:;bs, and w.~ wond·~rt:d if perhaps all .:;four efk•rts could be
combined into one task f0rce or study. Wo:: V.'ish to affiml that tho:: Persmmel Welfare
Committee and the Administrative Staff Coundl stand ready lo assist you and Mr. ~·loore in
whatever effort is initiated to address these important salary and equity issues.
xc:

John Moore, Executive Dir.:::ctor of Po.:rs.:otmel
Ann Bowers, Chair of ASC
PWCmembers

Personnel Servicl?s
100 College Park Office Building
Bowling Gr.::.;,n, Ohio 43403
(41 9) 37~-::::553
FAX: (~19) 37~-:::9~0

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Ann Bowers
Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

John C. Moore
Executive Director

DATE:

1/15/93

RE:

Update on Policies

~.C
.}' ofrt--

,.-~

~t

The revi<:.ed policies will not go t.) the board for approval mil April.
must
be mailed to them in March. We have made some changes to the prop sed polides based
on input by Ad Council.
__/

1.
v-2:·

Vacation Policy - add words from page
the convenience of... "

~(!

of Handbook paragraph starting with, "for

Special Leave Policy - OK

[,)...---· Tuition Fee Waiver Policy- OK
~/

v5':

Internal Search Process- OK
Leave Without Pay - OK

~· Drug Fre,; Worl:place to be added to Handbook.

a--:--"' Safety Policies and Injury Reporting
The salary adju2.tments for promotions/change in title. is b~ing reviewed by Ad
Council and maybe ready for review by you and then on to the Board if time pem1its ..
If you need to meet on any of these policie~, let do so. Also great "thank you" article
in the MONITOR.
JCM:mmb
Enclosures

11-30-92

S9
DRAFT REVISED VACATION POLICY
All full-time, twelve month, administrative staff members earn vacation time at the rate
of twenty-two days for each year of service. All full-time nine/ten month administrative
staff members, except those excluded below, earn vacation time at the rate of 1.83 days
(14 hours and 40 minutes) per month. During the first year of employment, .vacation accrual~
may not be used until the first year's employment is completed. If employment begins
·
on July 1, 1992, a twelve month full-time administrative staff member would be eligible
to use accrued vacation starting July 1, 1993. Nine/ten month full-time administrative
staff members must complete one year of service before vacation may be used.
Vacation is earned while a staff member is in an active-pay-status with Bowling Green
State University. It is not earned while on an unpaid leave of absence, while under suspension, or while employed elsewhere.
An annual vacation is important to the well-being of the staff member. Each staff member
is encouraged to use all earned vacation annually and area supervisors are expected to
accommodate such requests for vacation provided they are requested in advance and the
needs of the area are not impaired. It is expected, however, that no single vacation
leave taken will exceed 22 consecutive working days unless approved in advance by the
contracting officer. A staff member's vacation balance cannot exceed 352 hours (44 days)
at the end of each fiscal year (June 30 of each year).
--·
For the convenience of scheduling vacations at the most appropriate time, area supervisors
with the approval of the President, Dean, or a Vice President, may authorize vacation
leave in advance of accumulated leave, provided that should the staff member terminate
employment, the ·termination check shall be reduced by the amount of used but unearned
vacation.
·
Vacation pay is not granted in lieu of vacation except at termination of employment and
such terminal compensation will be paid in a lump sum~ The maximum amount of terminal·
compensation will be 352 hours (44 days). In case of death, unused· vacation will be paid
in accordance with Section 2113.04 of.the Ohio Revised Code.
.

.

This policy excludes Health Services medical doctors; residence hall complex coordinators,
directors and managers; and employees whose contract period is for less than twelve months
and who have time off with pay during academic recess between semesters, during breaks,
holidays, or summer. Administrative staff members who are contracted for the twelve months,
but who work ·only part of each week, earn vacation on a prorated. basis. For example,
an employee contracted to work fifty-percent for twelve months and works part of each
week, earns vacation at one-half the normal rate (11 days each year or 7 hours. and 20
minutes per-month). Part-time twelve month administrative staff members who have completed
one full year of service at Bowling Green State University are eligible to use earned
vacation. At the time of separation from employment with the University, part-time administrative staff are eligible for payment of unused vacation credit not to exceed two years
maximum accrual.
~
The President or Vice Presidents shall be responsible for implementing this policy, for
authorizing modifications for unusual circumstances, and for establishing procedures for
PA) ~ '=t l.
the rna i ntenance of current vacation 1eave records. /1'Pd I'd..-::=

'L

.

I

A report should be completed by the administrative staff member for every use of vacation
using the Leave Reporting form. It should be forwarded to the immediate supervisor for
approval and forwarded to the Payroll Department by the 5th of the month following usage.
Accrued but

~

unuse~

vacation leave balances are reflected on the monthly pay check stub.

Questions about the vacation policy and procedures should be addressed to the Office of
Personnel Services.

SPEOAL LEAVE POLICY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
June 18,1992
SPEOAL LEAVE

The Special Leave Policy allows full-time administrative staff members
opportunities to voluntarily request leaves of absences anytin1e during the
calendar year subject to the following stipulations:
1. Leave may occur over a period of '\veeks, months, monthly or a
reduced week schedule of less than 40 hours per week (leave and/ or
reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of three (3) months in a
12 month period).

2. All leaves must be approved by the immediate supervisor and the
dean, director, or area head. The staff member's absence must not
interfere or impede other University operations.
3. No approval will be given to the hiring of temporary/part-time help
to ffil in for the temporary vacancies created by these leaves.
Employees on special leave should be available to return to their
assignment in the event of unforeseen en1ergencies.
4. Participants will continue to receive paid regular medical, dental,
vision, and life insurance benefits. Employees are responsible for
paying applicable insurance premiums.
5. Vacation and sick leave will accrue for hours actually worked.
6. In the case of PERS retirement credit accrual, participants will
receive a full month of credit if earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per
month, partial credit if participants earn less, and no credit if there are
no earnings.
7. The status of full-time staff members remains the same.

~~

='\7"<:>-

00.~0

Bowling Green State University

c=:d~'b

-.:::::::::iC/>"\7

August 11, 1992

Personnel Services
8.:·wling Green. Ohio 4'.403
i419l 372-~2~5
:4191 372-2jS8
·419i 372-8421
FAX: 14191372-2920
Cable: BGSLOH

ME~ORANDUM

TO:

Administrative Council

SUBJECT:

Final Revision To Tuition Fee 'Naiver Interim Policy

The following is rhe final revision to the University Tuition Fee Waiver Interim
Policy for laid off employees:
University Employees who have Fee Waiver benefits and are laid off from
employment may continue to have tuition fee waiver benefits for themselves
and their dependents in accordance with existing eligibility requirements, for
the equivalent of one school ye::tr (ma"\:inmm of two semesters and one
summer term) following the effective date of layoff.

An Equal Emplovment -

Affirmative A.:t1on Emplover

~

A+tetc..hrnent ~
Internai Searcil Process for
Administrative Staff Vacancies
During Periods of Layoffs or Cuntr:tct Reductions Due to Budget Reductions

Effective Dates:

July 1, 199:! through June 30, 1993 (to be re-established should budget reductions recur at
a future date)
PUrpose

.

To provide preference for employment consideration for any administrative vacancies
that are available during the effective dates of this policy.
Eligibility
Administrative staff members are eligible if their contracts were not renewed or their
. work schedule was reduced in respon~ to budget reductions. Administrative staff
members whose contracts are not renewed for other reasons such as poor perfonnance or
expiration of external funding are not eligible for the program.
Procedures:

a.

Hiring departments will process a Position Opening and Request Authorization
(PQRA) according to normal procedures. In the case where vacandes exist
prior to a budget crisis and a search is already in process, internal applicants
will be afforded every reasonable opportunity to apply.

b.

Upon receipt of a PORA from Affirmative Action, Personnel Services will
correspond with eligible individuals about the opening, deadline for applying
· and furnish a copy of the job description.

c.

Within five work days of receipt of the infonnation, the Administrative Staff
member will indicate whether he or she is interested in applying for the
position and will submit an updated resume. Credentials on file will be
reviewed by the E."'Cecutive Director of Personnel Services to determine
qualifications of the applicant.

d.

Credentials of individuals who have thus applied and been found eligible and
qualified will be reviewed by the hiring department and will constitute a
separate pool of applicants who will be given preference for employment
consideration. All qualified :1pplicants will be interviewed; however, the
hiring department is under no obligation to hire the administrative staff
members.
.

e.

If the individual is hired as a result of this process, the hiring department will
complete and process an Appointment Activity Record per established
procedures.

f.

If no internal candidates apply for the position, or if the interviews with the
internal candidates do not result in a job offer, the regular search process will
proceed. Personnel Services will notify any unsuccessful candidates who have
interviewed for the position.

Appmved by l'WCB/71/92
Appnwed by ,\SC Exccuuve Committee 9/8/92

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY FOR AD:MINISTBATIVE STAFF
The leave without pay policy allows full-time and part-time
Administrative Staff members the opportunity to voluntarily request
unpaid leaves of absences. Two types of leave . without pay are
available to members of the Administrative Staff-special short-term
leave of less than three months and long-term leave of more than
three months. Both are subject to approval by the staff member's
supervisor and contracting officer after receipt of an application from
the staff member at least one month prior to the effective date of the
leave. An application form for both types of leave is available in
Personnel Services.
Employees will receive a full month of PERS retirement credit if
earnings are a minimum of $250.00 per month. partial credit if
earnings are less than $250.00, and no credit if there are no earnings.
The employee's contract base salary will not be affected by the leavewithout-pay arrangement.
Vacation and sick leave will accrue only for the hours actually
worked. Leave-without-pay can be used in sequence with vacation.
Generally, salary reductions will be spread across the remaining pay
checks in the contract period unless the employee requests that .the
entire reduction be reflected in the next pay.
Short-Term IA!ave

•Short-term leaves are available to full-time and part-time
administrative staff and may occur over a period of weeks, months,
monthly or via a reduced week schedule of less than 40 hours per
week. Leave and/or reduced work schedule may not exceed a total of
.three months in a 12 month period and may not be in effect for more
than three years.
•Staff members will continue to receive paid regular medical, dental, ¢ - vision, and life insurance benefits. Employees are responsible for
continuing to pay the same insurance premiums they may pay when
not on leave.

•The status of full-time and part-time staff members remains. the
same.
•No approval will be given to the hiring of temporary/part-time staff to
.fill in for the temporary vacancies created by these leaves. The staff
member's absence must not interfere with or impede other
University operations. With reasonable notification, employees on
leave-without-pay should be available to return to their assignment in
the event of emergencies with significant impact on the long-term
functioning of the area.
•Staff members may cancel the leave arrangement by notifying the
supervisor one month prior to the return to a full-time schedule.

Long-Term Leave
• Long-term leaves are available to full-time administrative staff for
periods in excess of three months. In reviewing the leave request,
the supervisor must determine whether the position can be held for
the staff member's return and whether it can be satisfactorily filled
by a temporary appointment without being detrimental to the
efficiency of the unit's operation.
• During the leave of absence, JJ!e employee may maintain insurance
coverage for a maximum of onertQ two years (depending on the type of
insurance) by personally assuming the financial obligation.
Extension of coverage may be approved upon appeal. Insurance
coverage is provided by the University to the end of the month in
which the leave begins and is reinstated at the beginning of the
month in which the staff member returns. In the intervening
months, the staff member must assume the total premium cost of
both employee and· employer for insurances. (Additional insurance
benefits may be available for a disability leave of absence.)
·

• If a staff member decides not to return from a leave of absence,
he/she should notify the supervisor not less than one month prior to
the date of termination.

Apprrrnd by PWC lOIMrl

Bowling Green State University
P( tttunn1ent .!,!.L.
Administrative Staff Leave Without Pay Request Form
bs
Name

IDI#

Campus Phone

'arunent
Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total Hours of Leave Requested - - - - - - Please indicate type of leave requested (check one):
DAll.Y (e.g. 9r-9; 9~m-l:!pm

=31us.)

From: - -mmldd/yr
----

Shon-t~rm l~av~

(3 months or less) C

FULL WEEK(S)

i#HRS.

Llng-term leave (more thm 3 months) 0
IIHRS.

FULL MONTI{(S)

IHRS.

RANDOM (boon to be clclennined)
(e.g.

'Jn · 9/11; 8 :un • 5pm)

.w

(e.g. I:m-M3J'Ch '93)

480

SUN.

MON.

TUES.
WED.

TIIUR.
FRL
SAT.
IWLYDJIS. - -

~

W!:Eitl.Y IIRS.

MOfn'IILYIIllS. - - •TOJ"ALIIJlS. - -

4'/ reductions will be across remaining paychecks in the contract period unless lhe employee requests a one-time reduction.

0 I request that leave without pay S3lary reductions will be ~-pread across remaining checks in the pay period.
0 I request that the entire reduction will be reflected on the next pay period.
The personal data provided on this application is true, correct, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I volunurily request leave without
pay for me hours and d3tes mentioned above and in accordance with the stipulations of the Leave Without Pay policy.
Employee Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date-----------

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------Supervisor or Department Head

Approved
Disapproved for the following reason(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Si~ture

----------------------------------

Date -------------------

Area Head or Dean

Approved (l'osition not to be filled \vilh temporary, IXIft-time, or student help during leave period.)
Disapproved for the following reason(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S~gnature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date ---------------------

Personnel Services

- - - - - - Recorded

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date ------------------------

MEMORANDUM
November 6, 1992
To:

Walter Montenegro

From:

Sam

'·-"

Ramire~-/
v

Subj:

1992-93 Administrative and Classified Staff Handbook Changes

The Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act Bienniel Revie·w Task Force
recommended that the following policy statement be include in both the
Administrative and Classified Staff Handbook.
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE
In accordance with the following policy adopted by the Board of
Trustees on May 10, 1991, Bowling Green State University maintains a
drug-free working and learning environment.
Camrus Wide Drug and Akohol Policy
In order to ensure the University's commitment to a quality educational and
work environment, every faculty member, employee and student has a right to work and
learn in an environment free from the effects of abuse of alcohol and other drugs.
Therefore, it is the policy of Bowling Green State University to prohibit the·
unlawful use, sale, dispensing, transfer, or possession of controlled substances, alcoholic
beverages, drugs .n2.tmedically authorized or any other substance that may impair an
individual's academic or work performance or pose a h<~Zard to the individual, public,
students, or employees of the University on its property or at any of its activities.
It is the responsibility of each faculty member, employee and student to adhere
to Utis policy. If a violation of this policy occurs, support programs will be made
available where appropriate. Disciplin.uy action may be taken up to and including
dismissal or expulsion from the University and possible criminal prosecution. The
University will make appropriate efforts to provide rehabilitative support before
giving consideration to termination of employment as stipulated in Section B-I.C.3.c
(old Section B-I, I) of Ute Academic Charter and Section 3345.2.:-:!5 of the Ohio Revised
Code. General Student Regulations APPENDIX B, ttl, #17, :ns, prohibit the unlawful
possession, use, or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol by students on Bowling Green
State University property or as part of any of its activities.

Employees who would like additional information should refer to the
brochure, "Bowling Green's Response to Alcohol and Other Drug
Concerns" which is updated and distributed annually to all employees
and students. The brochure provides information concerning
disciplinary san~tions, health risks and available community I
university resources. Copies of the brochure are availabl~ from the
Prevention Center and Personnel Services.

'

..
Bowling Green State University

Department uf Environmental Health & Safety
College Park Office Building
Dowling Green, Ohio 43403-0381
(419) 372-2171
FAX: (419) 372-2194

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Allen S. White, Chairman
Faculty Senate

FROM:

Dan Parratt, Director
Environmental Health and Safety

SUBJECT:

Safety Policies and Injury Reporting

DATE:

November 14, 1992

Some faculty members may not be aware of changes in injury
reporting procedures or in the various safety policies that
affect them. I am offering the following information in case you
would like to consider adding these changes in the Faculty
Handbook. Please let me know if I can be of any assistance.
Injuries are reported on the Bowling Green State
University Injury Report Form. The form should be sent
to the Department of Environmental Health and Safety on
the day that the injury occurs (College Park Office
Building, Room 102, fax: 372-2194). Call 911 only for
serious injuries, injuries resulting in lost work, or
injuries associated with environmental hazards (e.g.,
chemical releases). Environmental Health and Safety
will conduct injury investigations as needed.
Bowling Green State University is subject ~o federal
and state regulations which apply to all employees.
Regulated areas include fire prevention, radioactive
materials, and hazardous waste. The University has also
adopted policies which apply to all departments and
employees, as is the case with the BGSU Hazardous
Materials Policy. Finally, individual departments and
areas have policies and procedures which affect
employees in their areas. ·see your department for
information on regulations and policies that apply to
your work area. Call Environmental Health and Safety at
372-2171 for more information.

·~
:\)'·~·

b~~

Vi!:'o Pr;:osi.:!ent fC'f'
P.::a.:!.:·mi.:: ,,flairs
8c•Niing Gr"""n, Ohio ~J-10.'H.U20

~"""---- : §
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0

(419) 37~-.:!915
FAX: (41~) 37~-!J..~-l-3

Bowling Green State University
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January 15, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Paul J. Olscarnp
President

FROM:

SUBJECf:

~fj

(
.. "
'
Norma J. Stickle t.-·~f--'~"·'-·c\ '.!..:.-"{Ct---"1..../
Assistant to the"vice.Pre.:-i ent ·
for Academic Affairs

)

Study of Administrativ·~ Staff PoJsilkms and Salaries

I am writing on behalf ,Jf the Administrative Staff Pers.:onnel W.::lfare C.:.mmittee of
which I am the chair.
Ovt:r the past several years, limited studie5 CtHaducted by the Administrative Staff
salary committee and by Affirmativ.:: Actic.n have indkat.::d that lhere is reas.:m to believe
salary inequities e:--:ist among the administrative staff. For e·~ample, s.:•me women appear to be
receiving less salary than men wh,J F~rf,Jrm similar functions and have similar titles. There
does not ap~""~ear t•J b.:: consistency in the lev.::l of re2ponsibility among the staff members who
hold the similar titles. I express all c,f this in ll::mts of "appear" because it is dear that
further sludy must be conducted. In order to do a pwper and complete study, it will re
nece:.sary to e:-:amine in detail specific functi.::ms and levels of responsibility f,Jr each p.:>sition.
We have disLUsS~::d our (:uncems with J.:>hn Mc•vre, and he has assured us that an
administrative staff job and salary study will be high prk•rity for the new assistant dire.:tor
of personneL The Personnel Welfare C.:ommilb::.~ has volunteered to assist the Po:::rs.:mnel Office
in conslru..::ling and conducting a th.:•r.:ou,;h study and we are eager to work with Mr. Mc~oJre and
the rt·~w as3istant director. iV12 h::t•,>e also h·::ard that )'•)U arlO: planning to appoint a task force
to examine administraliv•::: staff ~:obs, and we wo:.nd·:::red if ~il?rhaps all of our efforts could be
combined into on•:: task force or study. We wi3h t.J affim1lhat the Personnel Welfare
Committee and the Administratiw Staff Coundl stand r..:ady to assist Y•JU and Mr. Moore in
whatever effort is initiated t._:~ address tho~2e important salary and equity issues.
....
,-......
~

John Moore, Executive Director of Pers.:onnel
Ann Bowers, Chair of ASC
PWCmembers

BGSLI•='H

Office of the President
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0010
Phone: (419} 372-2211
FAX: (-U9) 372-8-W6
Cable: BGSUOH

January 22, 1993

Norma Stickler
Academic Affairs
Dear Norma:
Thank you for your note of January 15. I think we should keep
the functions of a group which would study the possible salary
inequities runong adnlinistrative staff positions separate frmn the tasks
of the group I have in n1ind. My committee, which will be a fairly large
working group \vith staff assigned to it, is going to exmnine the entire
non-faculty structure of the institution \vith respect to appropriateness
of staffing levels, distribution of workload and job function. areas
which could be made more efficient through computerization, etc. I
think the effort to ascertain whether there are salary inequities which
should be addressed would get lost in the overall broader functions
ru1d charges of this cmnmittee. However, I have expressed to John
Moore 111y opinion that the salary inequity issue is an important one
which should be followed up as soon as possible.
Thanky:4u,

't 4
~· /l!t(_-·
·' /1/,.(/

Paul J. Olscan1p
President
cc:

Alu1 Bowers, Chair, Administrative Staff Council

.-.:~. . t.: ~:~ ........ r~·
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Vic,;. Pr,;.sj,j,;,nt for
A~a.:Mmi.:: Affairs
BGwling Gr&6n, Ohio ol3-10:3-0:.:•:::v
(419) 372-2915

FAX: (·11g) 3:'2-e~-lo
Cabltr: BCiSUOH

January 26, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Personnel Wdfare Conunittee

FROM::

Norma J. Stid,Je~-t.-;--;t.-tL- /
Assistant to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs

I am canceling the January 28 PWC meeting.
Endosed is an artide regarding vacation policies that I ask you to read
carefully. It did not seem necessary to have a meding to discuss this article
immediately, but I'll place the question on the agenda the next time we meet.
Dr. Olscamp has responded to my memo by indicating that he will be
proceeding to establish a separate committee because he wants the focus of
that group to be "the appropriateness of staffing levels_. distribution of
workload and job junction, areas which could be made more efficient
through com.puterization, etc." H,~ is afraid the issue of salary inequities will
get lost in the broader functions of this committee and has asked John Moore
to follow up on a salary study as soon as possible.

.;.--~:.. J;-;~··t~~~:;: 'i;~~::

~~

V

•.;;

., .

FRONT LINES

I

I
8£N£FITS

IS YOUR VACATION POLICY LEGAL%
t's chtrly ~!at:d in Y·jlll' •?mploy:.: handbook thd vJCation day:: mu~t 1:.: t&i:.:r. by y.~ar
end or be [corf.:it.:d. S0und~ simple cnou3h. f'ight;·
l Iot n.;c;~sHily. U:;.:il-o:.r-los~-it VOJC&ticn polici•:::which ar.; particularly CGHIITh:.n
among sn111l bmin.:ss.:s-may
b.: ill-:3aL Th.: Cali[o)rnia Courl
of App-:al~ r-:c.:ntly rul.:d that
r:mploy.:.:s with big block". of
unu~cd 1.:we c.n th·?· boob can
choose to ·=·:.nvo:rl their :w:umulatcd time o:.ff into ca~h.
The C8liforni<~ complaint r?flectJ a
growin~ willin3n·:~s amon:s employe.:~
to chall::n3-~ long-tirn.; employment
and p•:r5o:.nnd po:.lici;~ in court, daimin:s th.:y w; ow.; :ll:.ad~ pay in th: form
of d ~lay.-:d b.:nd1t~ c.r unpJid o:.v.:rtime
compenfation.
"With ju3t about every family feeling the financial pinch lhe·;e •:bys,
worhrs ar.: l:s~ h.:sit3nt to:. sue employers •wer thingc th.:y Wo)u)d previou~ly
hwe ju~t co:.mpbi!ted Jbo)Ut, esp.;cblly
if th.:y f.:d th.:y're bdng unfairly tre3ted
or there's <• po::~ibilily of oshing in on

I

~ si:e1bl~ arito:.unt c.f mon.:y," manag.:rn.:nl at!.:arltq Jam·:~ Glov:r ~aye.
Th.: Cz·lirorniJ cac~, Boothby i'c.
Atln; lvfecliollicnl, invc,lv:d :• wcorb:r
who clainkd that h.: had accumulat~d
22 w.:eb of unu~.:d V8C8.lion tim.: during a 15-y~ar p.::ric,d Jitd who d.:rnandr:d :~24.100 in .;quivalcnt c.Eh compr::flS1tion. In hzmding down itc ruling, th•.:
app·:al: .:court agr.:.:d with th.:: .;mploy•:e'~ arzumcntlhat ccampai"ty-paid vz.c,1ti.::.n is a fcorm of d:f.:rred co:omp.:ncativn
tint o:-mnol b.: arbitr.uily t::tk.:n away
.:.nee it has b.:.::n c<trn.:d and cr.:dit.:d.
According lo ~Ofll•o 1·:-gd .;:-:perts,
ho:O\V<';v.:;r, the app•:;:,)s court lr:ft a loop-

hole for :mpk•y•:r~. "The by i:; what'5
actmlly b.::inJ •:.ff.:r.:d :;;nd .;;rrn.;d,"
Glonr e}:pls.ins. For imtanc.o, if a company policy ~l1t.:: tint employee: ar~
.;ntitl.:d lo:. a c.:rt<:in number o[
paid vaotion days for .:v.:ry ~i;.:
mvrHhs Con th•: job, then that
bccom.;: 1 p:iri of th~ir ~;;dary,
which can't b.: tal'.::n aw::1y o:anc.~
tho~e d~yc have l:..:.:n .:arn.:d,
.;v.:n i[ wc.rh:rs r:fus.; lo u:;.~
their time.
I-Icowev:r, if company
guidelir•.;~ ~ta!; that no mor~
v~·:1tio:on lime C.:tn be earn.:drath.:r than that unused leave
will be loGl-aftu a c.:rtain
am•:.unl c.f paid vac,1tion time
has be.::n accumulal.:d, then there': no
o:kf.:rr.::d compenc:!tion to l:,~ claimed.
"It might sound l.:3ali~lic, bui that's
ho:ow th.: law and lawsuits work," expbin~ cornp.:n·oi!lio:..1 ~p.:ciali:;t }J.m.~s J.
F~nk
(
"It wcould l:,e 3 gc.od id.:a for .:v:ry
p.::r~onn ::1 d.:panm.::nt io 1.:vi-~w its
l.:ilvc pc.Iicies in li;sht .:of thi~ r.:c~nt ruling. E:sid.:s pr.::.tecling lh.:ms.:lv.:~ [rom
pcot:nti1lleg9l actions, compani.:~ also
will [.,; pr~v.:nling future miwnd.:rslanding~ that co:,uld undermin.::: emplo:,y.::.: gcoodwill."
- L(/i't)' Ri!y;w/ds

QUALITY

RESULTS GUARANTEED,
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
adag~

her·:':; an old
that a manageT
ment consult.:ml someoM: who
borrcow> y.:.ur wristwatch, tdls y.:.u
1.:;

whai time it i~, and then bilb }'•)U for
l.h.: ~ervic.:. Consultant Chark:>
1-Iolhmd, CE•) of Qua!Prc., a J:nowill<:,
Tenn., qualily consultancy, wc,uld agr.::e
with th,~t p.:ro:.:pti.:on. "I hav·~ b.:come
incr.sadnzly co::.nc.;rn.::d tlHl rnco~t quality prozram~ do no::.t .:ldiver the go:.o:..:k"
he >ays. I-k':> .;mbar!r.:d con ·:~crusade to
o::hango:: <til that.
Qu31Pro i:: .:.ffering 1 mo:.ney-badr.
gw1nnt<:o: lhz,t hi: •:Ji.:nt's bo:.tto::.m-line
improw~m.-:nts will be gr.::Jt.;r 1han the
f<!e~ p1id tea lhe con~tlltmcy. How do.::s
the 3uarantee work? QudPr•::. will .:offer
prospective dients a pay-for-p·~rfor
manr.e contin3ency arr.:.ng.:m.-:nt, with

3·::rvice fees dnwn
from -~ p.:rc.:nuge
of 1ctual gains :111d
irnprov.;m.:nl~ at
lh.: dienl wmpany. Th.:: c,f'f.-:rin,j
will be rrnd.: ba~cd
upun a mutually
il6l·~ed upoJn S•~t .:of guideline~ l:.etw.;.;n
lh·~ pro~p.-:o:liv.; di•:nl ;;;nd Qua!Pro.
Spo:cifically, the QuaiPr.:o guaranke
ft:lte3 tlul if up.:.n c0rnpJ.:tion o:.f the
pr.::.c.:s:> "th.:: cli.::nt cc.mpany ha~ not.;;:.:po:ri·:nced J bo:ollom-lin·: imp1ct gr.:ater
than th.~ fe•::J pc-.id to:. Qu;,)Prco, W•:: will
return tJ·,.; differenc.:."
Th.: guz,rmt.:.: i~ bnnd ft•?W, :;o it is
t.:oo >oon tG ~,;.: how many potcnti1l
di.::ntc will be lur.;d by lh-: offer.

Holland i~n't worried-and he
d.:..;:;n'l ::-:p.:ct lo) p1y out. After all, ov.:r
the JH5t decado::, QtuiPro:. di.:nl~. which
includ•:: Monsanto:., Du Pont <litd
Millibn, "h.we b.:en abl; lc. d.:monstnk measurable savin;;s thai -?_;,:c.; :d
co~t~ l:.y a multiple of their im··~;tm;nt
in hiring .:.ur firm," I·Ivlland ~"Y"· Eut
now, you don't have lo lair..; hi: word
for it.
-Ma,·dza I-I. Peak
!YL1N1GEMENT REl'IEW I MNU.H":.Y 199J 9
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February 8, 1993

:MEMORANDUM

ro:

Marcia Buckenmyer
Personnel Services

FROM:

Beverly Ste.arns ~f(p
Assistant to the Dean

RE:

.4dminism.ztive Staff Htmdb,:,,Jk Revio;ions
Thanks wry much for checking with Ann Bowers regarding revisions to the

Adminiscrutive St.-iff H.zru.ib,:''--,J...:. Both Ann and Nom1a Stickler, Chair of the Personnel
Welfare Committee requesLed that I act as liaison with you relative. to any additional
questions you might have about revisions to the Hundb~_,uk.
Pursuant to our conversation regarding the Substance Abuse Policy, the title should be
changed to reflect the change in the name of the policy to "Alcohol and Other Dmg Policy."
Again, thanks for checking. Please don't hesitate to send me a note with any other
suggestions or ideas you might have. Much appreciated!
c:

j

N. Stickler, Chair
.
ASC Personnel \Velfare Committee

The Empic.yers' A.3sociati.::tn
5800 Monroe St., Bldg. A
Sylvania, Ohio 43560

SPECIAL NEll'S BULLET/LV- Feb11ta1J' 8, 1993
F.Al\fiLY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT SIGNED BY
PRESIDENT CLINTON LATE LAST \VEEI{

Here :rre the provisions of the law signed by Pre:.;id~nt Clinton requiring larger employers to give workers
unpJ.id leave for a family or me-dical emergency.

+ Employers that have 50 or more employee3

+ A doctor's certifk:ation must be obtained to

within a 75-rnile radius will be covered by the

verify a serious illness. Employer may require a
second medkal opinion.

law, which applies to non-profit and government.::tl

agencic::> as well as business.
• A qualifying condition is defined as the need

+ Employer,; will be re..quired to offer worh:r::.: as
much as e we~l:s of unpaid le~ve after childbirth
or adoption, to .;are for a seriously ill child,
~pou~e or parent, or in case of an employees own
serious illness.
• Employers will have to continue health care
coverage during the leave.
+ Employers will have to guarantee empk•yees
v;ill return to either the same job or a comp.:u-able
position.

+ Employers can ex~mpt "key" employees defined as their highest paid 10% of the wod:
force and who:::e le.av~ would cau:;e. economic
harm to the employer.
t· Employers c~n exempt employees who hJ.vtn' t
vmrl:.:d ;;.t le;.tst one year and who haven't worked
at lea'.lt 1,250 hours, or 25 hours a week, in the
previou.:: 12 rnvnths.

Continu~

for cvntinuing (:are and the inability to perform
one's job, or the need to care fur an ill family
member.

+ Employers can substitute an employee's
ac.crued paid leave. for any pan of the 12-week
periud of family leave.
+ Employe.es will be required to provide 30
days' notice for foreseeable leaves for birth,
adoption or planned medical treatment.
~ Employers will be permitted to re.quire an
employe·.: taring intermittent kav.e for planned
medical treatment::: to transfer t~mporarily to an
equiv2.lcnt ~ternative position. lvfe.di:::ll
certifi~ation for such le.ave must include the
expected date:; for medkal treatment and the
plann~·d duration of the treatments.

(W;ill Street Journal,

2/3/~'3,

p. B1)

lu wat.:h future issue::: .:.f the EA Bulletin fc,r mor.:- updates on this tc•pic.

/

7f

b~~

Vi.:a Presidant for
Acad£-mi.:: Affai r!l
().:)wlir'il Gr·:.~n. Ohio ·1'l·W3·U.)2u
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February 16, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Personnel Welfare Committee

FROM:

Nonna J. Stickler
Assistant to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs

I apologize for the h1te noLice about canceling our last meeting. We had
a conuuunication misunderstanding with our courier.
We will have a meeling on Thursday, February 2.5 at 1:00. Agenda
items will include:
Should we request a minimum sal«ry for a full-time administrative
staff member?
Changes to our reconunendation on promotion/ adjustments in salary
for promotions (see attached)
Vacation policy

)

...

·-

;~

·,f

75

Proposed changes to Administrative Staff Handbook
(additions in caps)

SALARY ADJUSTI\IENTS FOR PROMOTIONS/CHANGES IN TITLE (SEE
ALSO 1\IARKET ADJUSTMENTS GUIDELINES)
SALARY ENI-IANCEl\IENTS ARE MADE TO ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
MEl\IBERS \VHEN TI-IEY ARE PROl\.fOTED. PROMOTIONS ARE
ACCOMPANIED BY A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
AND 1\IAY OR 1\IAY NOT ALSO INCLUDE A CHANGE IN TITLE.

Mark~t Adjustm~nt

Guidelines (SEE ALSO "SALARY ADJUSTiviENTS FOR
PROMOTIONS/CHANGES IN TITLE'')

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rationale for the change:
The change is proposed to clarify that promotions should be accompanied
by a salary adjusllnent and that a member of the administrative staff may be
promoted by being given additional responsibilities, even though the job title
dues not change. In the past, staff members have been given significant
additional responsibilities but have been refused a salary adjusttnent on the
assertion that there was no promotion, and therefore no reason for a salary
adjustment, so long as the job title rem.ained the same.
As the University attempts to adjust to changing budgets and to
reorganize to make the most efficient use of resources, there are likely to be
increased instances of members of the staff being asked to take on more «nd
more responsibility as units are consolidated, etc. If these additional
responsibilities are significant. the change should be considered a promotion and
there should be a salary adjusl1nent.

Approvc:d 11 /1:!/9:! by P\1'/C
Approvoo 11/:!·l, 1r·~~ by E:···~mi:iv.:: Commit:""
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COMMENTS ON FAMILY LEAVE ACT
An employee is entitled to up to twelve weeks of unpaid leave during any twelve-month
period for the following reasons:
- Birth of a child.
- Adoption of a child.
- Care for a spouse, child, or parent for serious illness.
Family leave may be taken on an intermittent basis but mat not exceed twelve weeks
during the twelve-month period.
The employee must have been employed at leii twelve months with the employer to be
eligible.
·
A
The employer must have fifty or mor·e employees working each individual work day
during twenty or more calendar work weeks in the current orpreceeding year.
The employee must give not less than thirty day notice requesting the leave.
Medical evidence may be required by the employer.
The employee has the right to be restored to the position held when the leave started.
Thet·e is to be no loss of benefits to the employee during the leave.·
The employer may deny reinstatement if necessary to prevent substantial and economic
injury to the employer.
The employer may recover health premium costs of the employee fails to return to work
at the end of the leave.
Health insurance benefits remain in effect according to exisiting rules.
The employer may be more generous than the requirements contained in this Act.
The employee may use accrued but unused sick leave, vacation, compensatory time, and
personal days as part of the twelve weeks.
The Department of Labor is responsible for developing rules for implementation of this
Act. They are not as yet available.
The Department of Admini;;trative Services, Columbus, Ohio. s~ilt~s: that ~n,· aT1r·1probabil ity
they will publish administrative rules for classified staff employees between now and
August 5, 1993. They to~ are waiting for publication of the rules before acting.
BGsu•s maternity leave policy for administrative and classified staff exceeds the requirements of this Act. ;The paternity/adoption policy is presently open-ended.
1
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PWC

2/25/93

Minimum salary for full-time administrative staff
Subcommittee:
Mary Beth Zachary
Rich Zera
Deb Vetter
Linda Swaisgood
Ad Coundl response to promotion/ adjustment in salary recommendation
DRAFT
Follow up on salary /job study
DRAFT
Vacation policy

bf~

Admiroit:tmliw Staff Council
Bowling Gr·~n. Ohio -13-1•)3-0373
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Moore
Executive Dire~ tor of Personnel

FROM:

Personnel Welfare Committee
Administrative Staff Council

SUBJECT:

Promotion Policy

You have recently notified us of dt~mges made by Ad Council to the proposed
policy on promotions. To summarize:
Administrative Staff Cow1cil 's Original Proposal:
SALARY ADJUSTIVIENTS FOR PROMOTIONS/CI-11\.NGES IN
TITLES.
Salary enhancements are made to administrative staff members when
they are promoted, Promotions are accomprutie.d by a significrult
change in job responsibilities and may or may not also include a change
in title.
Ad Council's response and proposed language:
PROMOTION/ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY FOR PROMOTIONS:
Salary enhancements to administrative staff members should be
considered when they are promoted Promotions are accompanied by a
significant increase in the level of job responsibilities. This may or
may not be. accompanied by a change in title.
Administrative Staff Council is asking for reconsideration of our original proposal.
We. have. no problem witl1 converting "dtange'' to "increase in tl1e level of' in the second
sentence., because that is certainly what we intende.d. \Ve agree, also, that merely chru1ging
a job title is not a sufficient defmition of a promotion. We. wish to reaffm11, however, that
if a promotion occm·s and, by this definition, is accompankd by a significant increase in the
level of job responsibilities, tlten tltere should be an increase in salary.
We believe it to be unjustifiable to ask: staffmembet's to assume: additional levels of
responsibility without compensation. If the need exists for t11e additional responsibilities to
be covered, then is it not cheaper in tl1e long run to give promotion increases to current staff
and thereby retain tllem and improve their sense of professional worth? The University
will greatly benefic if we do what is possible to promote and encomage staff membe.rs who
have developed considerable. expertise as well as loyalty to the University. If a job search

79
is conducted to fulfill the :s::une responsibilities, it is likely that the marke:t forces will require
payment to a new employee of as much or more thru1 the promotion i.ncrement. Last year
the ASC Professional Development Committee worked with you to develop the concept of
succession planning. It appears that it will be difficult for succession planning to work if
staff members are not rewarded for moving to greater levels of responsibility.
We recognize that there can bc. a difference of interpretation about the meaning of
"signific::u1f' when one speaks of"signiJicrult increase. in the level of job responsibilities."
h1 earlier communications and discussions, we have noted the need to study job titles and
bring some consistency to tl1e title/salary/responsibilities. You have indicated your
intention to proceed with such a study, and the members of tl1e Administrative Staff
Council are eager to work with you in this impottant project. h1 the meantime, common
sense would seem to be the best determinant of what is "significant." \Vhen there is doubt,
about what is "significant," it is our recommendation that supervisors confer with you or
tlte new assistant dire.ctor of Personnel when that person is appointed.

~i!. ;·
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

Nonna J. Stickler
Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee

SUBJECT:

When you met with the Personnel \Velfare Committee. last month, we discussed the
need for a study of salaries, job responsibilities, mtd titles, and you indicated this sn1dy
would be the. highest priority for the new Assistmlt Director of Personnel. I have. in the
meantime, confnmed with President Olscmnp that these are not areas that will be a part of
the charge to the committee that he is establishing on non-academic. functions. As
discussions have continued in the Personnel \Velfare Committee and among the members
of tlte ASC, there have been concerns expressed about whether this is a job that can
feasibly be handled by the new assistmlt director of personnel given the otlter important
priorities that will immediately be competing for his or her time. \Ve have infonned you of
our willingness to assist in every way possible, but even witlt that assistance the task may
be overwhelming.
It is our recommendation that we consider seeking expertise from an external
consulting agency that has tlte methodology, neutrality. experts, and staff to conduct an
efticient study. The Administrative Staff Council would, of course, be willing to assist in
any part of such a project where our involvement would be- appropriate. There would
obviously be costs involved, but the benefits are substantial, and long-tenn savings are
quite possible if a more logical a.nd equitable procedure is developed.
xc:

Robert Martin
Lester Barber

~34uJ-CtJ73

Administrative Staff Salary Statistics, 1992-93

Total Administrative Staff

428

Average, 92-93 i.'l.djusted salary
Average, 93-94 salary base

$35,361
$35,918

Median salary appro:ximately $32,700

34 staff mentbers are below $20,000*
46 are below $21,000
51 are below $22,000

3 are above $8.5,000
11 are above $75,000
59 are above $50,000
167 are above $35,900 (the appro:ximate average)

NOTE:

New base k•r 93-9,1 was us.;d. No .:tdjustm.~nts

W•~re

made to

.:onv.~rt

9-month to fis.:al ye;;.r rate.

,. 13 of this number are residence hall Jire.:t.:n·s or managers who also receive room and meals at ~300 per
month and $780 per semester respectively
SOURCE: "Sabry F.ool:" as .:•f October, 199:!, updated for mid-year

~alary

in.:rease

ADM STAFF 92

Campus Address
Research Ass.:.date
Dir,;,.:;tor

Athl.;,ti.:: D·=·partm,;,nt
Firt-lands Campus
Car•;t•;r Planning .~ Pla.::em.;.nt
Athlr,ti.: Ot-partm·~nt
Assi~ Bursar's Offke

Assistant
As!>istant Dir.;..::t.:>r
Administraliv,;,
Manag0r

Stud.=.nt Publi•;;atkons

Assistant to DirG·ctc•r Gradual·3 Cc.ll.;ge
Ho;.ad Cucto::h
Athl·~tk Do:.·pmtmo=·nt

Assistant Prof&SS•)r
Ph.:.t0grapher
Assistant Dir~·ctor
Photograph>ilr
Assistant Dir&.::tor
Assistant Dir·~ctor
S_fl_e.cialist
Sj:•>O·dalist
Director
Technician
Cc•ordinatur

Library
WOOU-Chann>:JI ::::Alumni
Public R>:Jialions
AI,Jmni
lnl·~rnalkmal Pr.:>grams

Sch.:>r:.l c•f Art
Fir.~lan.js Campus
CoiJ.;g.;· ·:.f Musi.::al Arts

Manayo.r

Athl.;tie

Assistant Pruf·~ss"r

Library

D.;opartmo;·nt

E;: •.:;c:utivt• Assistant So.~ial Phil•:>8•1phy & P.:.lky Ctr
Assistant Athlo~tk 0 Athl.:.tic ['l.;,partm·~nt
S~.:.dalist
lnstru.::ti•)nal M.:·dia Dt-partm,;,nt
CounsE·I.:or
Admissio:.ns
Assistant
Fir•;tlands Gam~·Us
tlurse Clinidan
H•?alth (:,;,ntN
Administrative As.;d8 Biol.;;gio:;al S.;;i.;·n•:&s
Assi::.tant Dir•"•::t.:,r
Assistant Coir.;;.;:tor
Manag<:r
Assistant Aro::hit.;.:t
Design•) I'
Assistant Dir.;,.::t.:.r
Sp&dalist
Manager
Administrative A::sj;;
Assistant G.:·a.::h
I nstru.::t.:.r
SNvict- Manag •.:;r
Assistant Athl;;tk T

M&morial Hall Tk:ko:·t Offk.;,

Contract
Lenath
Fis•::al Yo::ar
10 month
g mr.·nlh
Fiscal Year
Fiscal Yc·ar
Fiscal Yii.•ar
Fiseal Year
Fisc:al Y>.tar
Fiscal Y;;,ar
10 month
Fiscal Yo:·ar
9 m.:'lnth
Fis·~al Yo:-ar
Fis.::al Yli'ar
Fiscal Y.;.ar

93-94

baso
$::7 ,07:!
$26,921
$213,865

$26,865
$26,1'1135
$:::6,865
$26,865
$26,736

$26,729
$:26,655
$26,573
$26,46~

$26,349
$26,.;149
$26,142

Fiscal Year
Fiscal Y·=·ar
Fiscal Y·=·ar
Fis.:al y.~ar

ii'25,8:32

Fis.~al Y·~ar

$::!5,83:

$26,136
$:::6,080
$:::5,987

Fi3·~al Y·~ar

f:::5,832

!;! m·,nth

$:::5.~3~

Fh;.;;al Y.;·ar
Fiscal Y;;ar
Fiscal Y.;.ar
Fiscal Y·~ar
9 m.:.nth
Fis~:al Y•:rar
Fiscal Y~?ar
Fis.~:al Y•?:ar
Fiscal Y;;.ar
Fiscal Y·"ar
Fiscal Y.;,ar
Fis.::al Y·~ar
Fis;;-al Y·~ar
m.:.nth
~ m.:.nlh
Fiscal Y.;,ar
Fiscal Y;;,ar
Fis·~:al YE·ar
Fis.::al Year

$25,832

"'

Fis·~al Y·~ar

Fi2<o::al
Fiscal
Fis;:al
Fiscal

Y•?ar
Year
Year
Yt·ar

$:::5,832
$25,726
$25,65>!
$25,445
$25,354
$25,:::7:3
$~5,265

$25,:::39
$25,181
$2'5,107

$:::5,053
$24,799
$2-1,789
$2-1 ,:'90
$24,297
$24,233
$24,131
$23,973
$2:3,878

.$2;J,it30
$2:3,766
$23,761

$23,480
$2:3,376
Oth·•r
$2:3,250
Fis.:al Y•3ar
Ch.;,mistry D•;partm.;,nl
$23,2.'50
Fis·~:ill Y.;,ar
Fis.;;al Y·:ar
$:::3,250
Firelands Cam,:.us
$2:),0:38
Fiscal Y·~ar
Unk·n
$22,84:3
Athl&li.:: O.;.~·artm•;nt
10 m.:onth
~~2::-:,7;):)
Fisc:al Y;;,a;
~A~s~s~is~2t~a~n~t__
C_o_a~.;~h~--4-A_t~h~l.;.~t_ic_'s_·_____________________-r----------4--~·---$22,7:33
Fi.:..::al Y.:·r..r
Assistant C.:oa.::h
Athl.;,tk D•::._foartm.;,nt
Fis.;;al Y;;;ar
$2::,733
Asst:odate
W[?.'3U-•::hEonno.d 2:'

2/22/93
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Contract

I.L&ruUb.

lc.amous Add_r_e_H
Assistant
Fir~ lands Campus
S€rrvk0 Manag,;,r
Uni.,n
Assistant Diro;;.:ot.:•r
Athlr,·tio:- D·~pmtm.;.nt
Ho;,alth C·~·nto;,r
Dirt1ctor
Assistant Manager
Uniun
Dire.:t.;,r
Athh;ti.;; D·~partm.:.nt
Tal.;,nt Searo::h
Couns·~·lur
R&sE·arch Ass·,dat8 Psyc:ho;,(.:.gy D•?parlm·~nt
Bko(o;,gk:a( Sd·::·nctEts
Technician
Coll,;.g,;, o)f Muska! Arts
Managt-r
S.;·rv~~e Manag•,·r
Union
Manag,;,r
WBGU-•:;t.anno;·l :::7
Comr:•l8:•: C.x.rdinat.:.r A·;·sid.;,ntial S.;,rvk&s
Teo::hnkian
C·JII•:.g•-" o)f Musi.:;al Art-::
Manag0r
WBGU-Ch.:mno;,l :::7
Cornpl.;,~: c.:..)rdinator R·"sido::ntial So:rrvk.;,s
Comple:•: C.:l.:ordinator Ro;•sio:k-ntial s.;..vic.~s
Manag&r
T£·~:hnuk•gy D·~partm.;.nt
Assistant
Cull·~98 A·::l-;;;;.-ss Pr.:>grarn
SHvi~t? Manago;,r
Uni•:ln
Assistant Diro;,ctor
R.;,sidenlial s.;.rvil':Eos
Ac.ad&mio: Enhan•X·m•7tnt
Spt:·cialist
Bi·:>lo:ogi.::al St::i·~I18•~S
TEochnidan
Custum.;,r
Th•;;atrt3 [l,;;~·!lrtm.;.nt
Alh(o;,(j,:; [l.;,partm.;,nt
Assistant Dirt-·~l·:or
Ao::ademi.:- Enhan·~·;·mo;·nt
Spt-dalist
WBGU-Ghann.;·l :::'
Cu•lrdinat.:or
Head c.:.a.:h
Athl·;·tk Do;;partmo:;nt
Ar.:ado;.mic Enh::~n.::o;.m.;.nt
C.:lunsel.:or
T.;;o;:hnici.:lll
WBGU-Chann.;;l 27
Alh(o;•tiO:. D·~~·artm~nt
HGad Coa.::h
Technician
Biologkal S.::i•;no::.;,s
Administrativ•;· Ass is Coll&g•;· of Muska! Arts
H.;,:::.lth C·~nt.;,r
Medkal Assistdnt
Medkal T•7t·~hno:.logist Ho;·alth C~·nto~r
R•;sido;; n tial S•E~rvka3S
Hall Dir0cto:or
Assistant Athl•;.ti.:: T1Alhl.;.ti.:: [h;;~·.:ulm•;,nt
T echni·~ian
ThE·atrt~ Do;·~.artm•;nt
Resido;ntial S.;,rvi.::es
Hall Dir,;,Gt.:>r
Hall Diro;,.::tur
Ro;·sido:.ntial S.:.rvk&s
Hall Direct•Jr
R·:.sidt:<ntial S•"rvices
Resido;,ntial So;rvke.:Hall Dir.:..;;t.:.r
M.;,dical As£istant
Health Cent·~r
Ath(r;,tio:: Oo;;parlm·~nt
Assistant C<:>ad1
Medical Assistant
H•:.alth C·~nter
Assistant Goar.:h
AthiE·Ik Ot·~·artment
Athl.;,tk o.,.,:.arlm·~nl
Assistant Coao::h
R8sid•;;ntial S€·1Vk:t•S
Hall ManagE·r
Hall Manag,;,r
Resid·?ntial SE·rvi·::o;·s
Hall Manago;·r
R·:.sid.:.ntial S~·rvk•?3
Resido;·ntial S·::·rvktts
Hall Manager
R8si.:l.;,ntial S-=·rvka;·s
Hall Manag.;;r
Hall Manago;·r
R•~sid&ntial St·rvi·:•!ts
Hall Manag&r
Residential S•:rrvic.•;s
k,j·.Ar.;:na
~::'tnt· Cua·~h

a~ad Y·•ar
10 me• nth
9 me· nih
9 month
Fis·~al Y.;,ar
Fis.::al Yo;·ar
Fie..:aI Y·;·ar
Fiso::al Y.;,ar
Fis.;;al Year
Fis~al Year
Fis.:,al YE·ar
Fiscal Ye:tr
9· montn

Hall ManagH
Nurs,;, Clinidan

Fisr.al Yf'Jar
9 mc>nth

I.J..lli

~.J

9 month
Fi:Kal Yt.ar
Fiscal YE·ar
m.:•nlh
Fiscal Y8ar
Fis.::al Y.;,ar
Fiscal Y·~ar
Fiscal Yo;ar
Fiscal Y&ar
Fiscal YEoar
Fis.;al YE-ar
Fiso::al y.~ar
Fis•::a( Yo;,ar
Fis.::al Y·~ar
Fiso::al Y·;·ar
Fis.:;al Y•?ar
Fis·~al Year
Fis.::al Y8ar

"'

Oth·~r

Fiso::al Y·~ar
Fis.:al Y.;.ar
9 month
Fis.::al Yo?ar
9 m·:.nlh
Fis.::al Yo:;ar
9 month
Fis.:;al Yo;•ar
9 m.:onlh
9 m.:onth
Fis·~al V.;,ar
Fiscal Year
Fis~:al Y·;·ar
Fiscal Y.::·ar
Fisc:al Yo?ar
ao.:ad yo;·ar
Fis.:al y.;;ar
10 mconlh
9 mconth
Fis•:al Y&ar
Fis.::al Y·:.ar
Fiso::al Yo::ar
Fiscal y.;,ar

93-94
bnse
,l;2:::,:'3:)

$2:2,4M
$::::::,217
$:::2,159
$:!2,15:
$22,113
$21,:'00
$21,700
$21,700
$21,521
$21,460
,p_:::;o,9J4
~::::0,874

$20,807
$::::0,:'::!9
~::::0,667

$::!0,667
$20.~83

$20,151
$20,151
$::!0,151
$:::0,151

s::::o,047
~ $19,94:f

$19,'?.71
$HI,)308
$19,6~4

. $19,634
$19,604
$19,634
$19,634
$19,634
$19,634
. $19,221
. $11'1,979
\$18,601
$18,394
'$18,085
$18,0~5

$17,568
$1:',568
$17,568
$15,649
a'15,502
$15,240
l-14,469
$14,469
$13,539
$1 '3,539
$1 '3,539
['13,539
$1:3,5:39

;;1:3,s;3t=l
$13,539
$13,435

-·
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R0sidentiai Services
H8alth eent.;.r

$13,436
$1Z,651
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March 1, 1993

MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Moore
Executive Director of Personnel

FROM:

Personnel Welfare Committee
Administrative Staff Council

SUBJECT:

Promotion Policy

You have re~ently notified us of changes made by Ad Council to the proposed
policy on promotions. To summarize:
Administrative Staff Council's Original Proposal:
SALARY ADJUSTMENTS FOR PROMOTIONS/CHANGES IN
TITLES.
Salary enhancements are made to administrative staff members when
they are promoted. Promotions are accompm1ied by a significant
change in job responsibilities and may or may not also include a change
in title.
Ad Council's response and proposed lm1guage:
PROMOTION/ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY FOR PROM01J;ONS:
Salary enhancements to administrative staff member~hould ~j
considered when they are promoted. Promotions are accomp::uued by a
significant increase in the levd of job responsibilities. This may or
may not be accompanied by a change in title .

.

Administrative Staff Council is asking for reconsideration of our original proposal.
We have no problem with convetting "change" to "increase in the level of' in the second
sentence, because that is certainly what we intended. We agree, also, that merely changing
a job title is not a sufficient definition of a promotion, We wish to reaffinn, however, that
if a promotion occurs and, by this defmition, is accompanied by a significant increase in the
level of job responsibilities, then there should be an increase in salary.
\Ve believe it to be unjustifiable to ask staff members to assume additional levels of
responsibility without compensation, In some instances the added responsibility has
accmed over tin1e; in oLher instances the additional responsibility has been added by single
acts of reorganization. Both circumstances should be considered for promotion.
Promotion from within and recognition for that promotion has t11e added benefit of
retaining valuable employees an.;I improving their morale and sense of professional value.
The University will greatly benefit if we do what is possible to promote and encourage
staff members who have developed considerable expertise as well as loyalty to t11e
University. If a job sem·ch is conducted Lo fulfilll.he same responsibilities, it is likely that
tl1e market forces will require addjtional payment to a new employee of as much or more
than the promotion increment, not to mention the cost of conducting a search. Last year the

~:34(•3-1!3':'::1

ASC Professional Development Committee worked with you to develop the concept of
succession planning. It appears that it will be: difficult for succession phuming to work if
staff members are not re\~::rrded for moving to greater levels; of responsibility.

Vle. recognize that there can be a difference of interpretation about the meaning of
"significant" when one speaks of "significant increase in the level of job responsibilities."
In earlier communications and discussions, we have noted the need to study job titles and
bring some consistency to the title/salary/responsibilities. You have indicated your
intention to proceed with such a study, ~md the members of the Administrative Staff
Council are eager to work with you in tllis important project. In the meantin1e, common
sense would seem to be: the best detenninant of what is "significant." \Vhen there is doubt,
about what is "significant," it is our re:commendation that supervisors confer with you or
the new assistant director of Personnel when that person is appointed.
In cnndusilm. Administrative Staff Counc.il reiJ.Uests that tlK·· h;mdhook language be

as follows:
SALARY ADJUSTMENTS FOR PROMOTIONS/CI-V\.NGES IN
TITLES. Salary enhancements are made to administrative staff
members when llK':~ ::~re promoted. A ptnmotion occurs in
reco\iflition nf a si~nifkant increase in the level of job resp.-111sihility
and mav or mav not he accompanied bv a change in title.

xc

Ann Bowers
Lester Barber
Robert Martin
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March 1, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

John Moore
Execnti ve Director of Personnel

FROI\1:

Norma J. Stickleh'-:: 11~ t..
Chair, Personnel.Welfare Committee.

When yon met with t11e Personnel Welfare Committee last month, we discussed the
need for a study of salaries, job responsibilities, and titles, and you indicated this study
would be the highest priority for the new Assistant Director of Personnel. I have, in the
meantime, confmned with President Olscamp that these ~m~ not areas that will be a part of
the charge to the committee that he is establishing on non-academk functions. As
discussions have continued in the Personnel Welfare Committee ~md among the members
of the ASC, there have been concems expressed about whether tllis is a job that can
feasibly be handled by the new assistant director of personnel given the otl1er important
priorities that will immediately be competing for his or her time. \Ve have infonned you of
our willingness to assist in every way possible, but even with that assist:mce the task may
be overwhelming.
It is our recommendation that we consider seeking expertise from an external
consulting agency that has the methodology, neutrality, experts, and staff to conduct an
efficient study. The Admillistrative Staff Council would, of course, be willing to assist in
any part of such a project where our involvement would be appropriate. There would
obviously be costs involved, but the benefits are substantial, ~md long-tem1 savings are
quite possible if more logkal and equitable policies ::u1d procedures are developed
xc:

Ann Bowers
Robert Martin
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William T. Jerome Library
Bowling Gr.:=en, Ohio 4J40J-0170

April 4, 1993

TO:

Norma Stickler
Chair, PWC

FROH:

Sub-Committee on Minimum Salary

RE:

Recommendation: Minimum Salary

To date, the subcommittee has examined government publications,
conducted discussions wi~h members of the BGSU administration, and
searched the literature of salaries in higher education.
The consensus of the subcommittee is that no minimum salary for
administrative staff go forth from ASC at this time. However, we
do recommend the university contract with an external consultant to
study job responsibilities, titles, and salary inequities, as soon
as possible. This would be the appropriate time to examine the
BGSU salary schedule in relation to the current marl:et.
If the university does not hire a consultant at this time, we
strongly suggest that ASC pursue doing so in concert with Personnel
Services.

A Divisi.:•n .:.f Librari•::s and learning Pe:ources

For the general information of the PWC:
According to the Federal Register, poverty level for an
individual in the forty-eight contiguous states is $6,970.
According to the US Office of Personnel Management salary t3bles
for 199~, beginning salaries for the Executive Branch of the
federal government at the GS 1-1 (lowest level) fall within
$11,000-$11,900 range for 12 month employment. Other salar7
tables reflect the same range of beginning salaries. There was
no way to accurately compare job descriptions, however.
Within the BGSU Administrative Staff salaries under
areas are represented with 23 job titles.

$~1,000,

11

There are s~ecialized benefit programs unique to some areas of
the univers1ty not relfected in the base salary (e.g. athletics).
Salary compression as a result of the imposition of a minimum
salary has raised concern with some staff.
Administrative staff do not presently have any stated minimum
requirements. (e.g. education degrees)

~

{-~ Bowling Green State University

:\dmini~tnli,·o: StJ.ff C.:.un-=il
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April 22, 1993

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Ann Bowers, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

FROl\1::

Nom1a Stkl:.Ier,
Personnel Welfare Committee

RE:

Minimum Salary

Chai~)lJ.u:t.l./

A subcommittee of the Personnel Wo:lfare Committee has carefully examined the
question of whether we should as a Council recc•mmend that a minimum salary be established
for full-time administrative staff. A summary of their report is attached. TI1ey d.) not
recommend that we establish a minimum at this time, but they do suggest that this question be
a part of the larger analysis that is undertal.;en by the Perscll\nel Services Office. The full
Personnel Welfare Committee has endors.;:d the sub.x•mmith:e report.
We alsc• discussed the following additional questions that should be a part of a study.

xc:

1.

Salary compression with classified staff. In some cases classified staff are
earning more than the administrative staff to whom they report.

2.

Job titles. TI1ere is little .:onsistency or logk to j.)b titles when cc•mpared to the
level of responsibility attached to each, particularly with the title
"n1anager," "coordinator," "director," and "head."

3.

Minimum educatk•nal and e:..:J-ot:rk:nlial requirem•::nls f.:•r each position.

4.

Standards for establishing that a position is classified vs. administrative staff

5.

Comparis\:oi1 wilh the market, either at other universities or in business.

Jolm Moore

9o

-

-I

CHANGES TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF HANDBOOK

The 1~~~~3-94 changes t.:. the Admini::-trntive Staff Handbook for di.::.::e:rninatit:.n to) the
Admini~trativ•:. Staff member::; is a:; follows:
Page No.

Title. Pag.::

Chang.;: show the year of Handbocol: and date of
approval fn:.m the Euclid .:of Trustees

Table of G:.nr.::nts

Chru1ge:::; in the pag:: numbei·ing from additions

3

Addition of Alcohol and Other Drug Policy- fom1erly w1der
Substance Abuse Policy

33-34-35

Change word of insm1ctional to tuition

36

Additic.n of D. ref.:rendng fee waiver coverage for
employees who are laid c·ff.

44-44.1

Change::: in Injur; Worl:.::ros Compensation wording

45.1-45.3

Addition c·f Policy for Leave 'Without Pay fox Administrative
Staff

55-58

Change in pag•:: .::et up '.Vith the addition of the section on
Promotkon Adju::;tments in SalaP; for Pwmotions.

77-77.'2

Change:; in Sevo;re Weather Policy

87

Addition Gf Special Le.av.: Po)licy

87.1

Eliminatio)n of worl:ing [(or previous Sub.:: ranee Abm:e Policy
- now known as Alcohol .?..:: Other Drug Policy

87.1-89

Elimination of the Supplc:memal Rerir.:mem Progr3111 (SRP)
for Adminisn·ative Staff

90-92

WCording updJte

92-94

V1cntion Update:: and change::; in pag·~ Iay.)ut:;

JWW

that Per:::onnel Service::: is in one office

Changes in the page. numb.::ring fwm additions

!

I

I.

'9(
2.

The Professional Development Committee of the
Administrative Staff C0uncil in conjunction with the
Director of Admini2trative 2taff Personnel Services wi
identify topic3 and schedules for spons0red programs.

3.

Staff members may submit suggestions for professional and
educational devel~pment programs to Administrative Staff
Personnel Services or to the Administrative Staff
Cuuncil.
Any program proposed for sponsorship by Administrative
Staff Personnel Services must be supported by a statement
of its purpose and objectives according to the above
guidelines.

4.

5.

Proposals will be reviewed and approved by the Director
of Administrative Staff Personnel Services and the
Professional Development Committee of the Administrative
Staff Council.
If there is a question concerning the
nature of the program, the Director of Administrative
Staff Personnel Services will request further
clarifdcation about the proposed program from the
ini t ia t.:n.

6.

The Office of Administrative St~ff Personnel Services
will make necessary arrangements including speaker or
trainer arrangements, room reservation, program
announcements and other assistance requested.
Expenses
for programs will be shared by the Office of
Administrative Staff Personnel Services, Administrative
Staff Council, University departments, andiar staff
members as determined in advance.

7.

Participation in professional and educational development
programs during regular work hours must be approved by
the employee's area vice president.

PROMOTION ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY FOR PROMOTIONS
(SEE MAR~ET ADJUSTMENTS GUIDELINE3
SALARY ENHANCEMENTS TO ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF WILL BE Cot1SIDERED W'HEN
THEY ARE PROHOTEI!.
PRC:•HOTI(•!lS ARE Ac:X'•)HPMHED BY A SIGNIFIC~ANT
~~~REASE IN THE LEVEL OF JOB RESPONSIBILITIES.
THIS MAY OR MAY NOT
BE ACCC•MPANIED BY A •:;I-LANGE Iii TITLE.

56
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In the process of developing the role and misaion statement, many
more objectives for the University were identified than were included
in th':: pr.~:::ent rep.:.rt . . The hor:.es and. as.~·iratiuns of the
;·:.. ·
Uni •:ers i ty' s facul t:r are many and varied.
~·1os t .:·f the .::pee i fie goa.ls •
that were incorporated grew out of the process by which the faculiy~:
were involved in reflections of what the role and mission should b~::'
The open hearings conducted by the subcommittees, the two addr~ss~~··
to the faculty by President Ol2camp, the final reports of the
subcommittees, and the statements submitted by individual faculty
members were all an integral part ~f the process by which the role
and missions statement was formulated.
The final reports submitted
by the subcommittees contain a large number of recommendations for
the implementation of the University's goals. Not all of them are
feasible, given the current budgetary resources of the University,
but many of them are.
The appropriate administrative ·units will
receive ccpies of the subcommittee reports, apd the recommendations
for goal implementation should receive seri6us consideration.
SEVERE WEATHER POLICY AND

PRn~EDURE
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OU OCCASION, WEATHER COHDITEiHS DEVEL•)P WHICH HAY •~AUSE EHPLOYEES TO
EXPERIEHCE DIFFICULTY IU GETTDIG TO WOR.K ON TIHE.
EXTREHE W"EATHER
CONDITIONS HAY ALS,) CAUSE THE U1iiVER3ITY TO BE CL•JSED.
EVEU WHEN
SITUATIONS SUCH AS THESE OCCUR, HAW! ESSENTIAL FUlK~TIONS AT BCIWLING
THESE INCLUDE THE
GREErJ STATE UUIVERSITY HUST COHTIHUE TO CtPERATE.
PREPARATION AND SERVING OF MEALS TO THE STUDENTS, THE PROVISION OF
LIGHTIUG AHD HEATING TCt UNIVERSITY BUILDIHGS, LAW ENFOR•::EHENT AND
PUBLIC SAFETY, SNOW REt·WVAL FROt·f PARI:IHG AREAS AND SIDEl'lALI~S, AND
OTHER ACTIVITIES.
IU TI-IE EVENT (•F SEVERE l\7EATHER, AWl DECI3IOU TO CL•:t3E THE UNIVERSITY
WILL BE COHHUUICATED BY THE C•FFICE •)F PTJELIC REL/;.TIOIIS, WI-IICH lVILL
HOTIFY TI-IE TJHIVERSITY FA•:T LitlE ( :::7:2-~445}, t·iBGU-FA ( 88.1), WFAL-AH
(6E:u), WFCtB, WOHC•, WC:WA, WLQU-FH, \oJRON-FH, WFIN, AUD tvGTI:.
IN
AI•DITH:aH, tvBGU-TV ( CI-IAIWEL '::.7) A!ii• THREE TC•LEDC• TELEVISI•)~I STATIOUS
(CHANNELS 11, 13, AND ~4) WILL AL30 BE NGTIFIED.

·<-•

EVERY EFF(•RT WILL BE tfAI•E TO iK•TIFY THESE HEDL,; BY 7:00 A.H.
DAY OF CLOSING.
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THE r~·:n-ERSITY CLOSES o:~u.- I:·: TI~fES OF EfERGPF::y.
IF -~\nY E!·fER•1ENCY
1.3 I•ECL.\,RED riECE2.SITATI:iG ..\ CLOSr,;cr OF THE CHIVERSITY, OUV{
I•ESHmATEI• Et·fERGEH,~Y E!-fPL•)YEES ARE t:!:PECTEI• TO REPORT TO '~ORK OR
RE>iAIN AT THEIR J•~•ES.
i)E.3Ic:iNATEit ENERGE!lCY EHPLOYEES ARE TH•)SE
nmiVIDT..:ALS h'HO HAVE EEEN I3Sl.:Er• H• (:ARitS IDE!.JTIFYIUG THEH AS SUCH.
CLA2.SIFIED STAFF, SPECIFI(~ALU:- ADVISED Hi AL•VANCE •)R CALLEI• IH
SPECIFICALLY FOR THE EMERGENCY WILL BE P~ID TWO-AND-Ol!E-HALF (~-1/~)
TIH£2. THEIR IK•URLY RATE •:tF PAY FOR ALL HColjRS ~'i•)REE.f• DURHJG THE
Et-1ERG~:EN.:.-:y.
A[IHIHISTRATIVE 2TAFF WILL REC:EIVE TViE C•FF AT THE HATE
OF :2 H(•l'RS •)FF FC•f-t EA1=:H 1-l•:JUR W0Fd'~ED.

DURING PERIC}DS OF SEVERE '•lEATHER HHEN ~iO EHERGE!ICY IS DECLARED,
EHPLOYE£8 WHO REPORT TO W1:tRC AT A REASC•!IAE:LE TINE [•Uf.Il'JG THEIR
WC•RK-[•AY WILL BE CC•Hf'E!iSATEit FOR THE ENTIRE DAY. FOR EXAHPLE, AN
m·tPLo:JYEE WHCt NCtRHALLY i-lt)RKS FROH 8: (J(I A. H. TO 5:00 P. H. ANI• REPr)I\.TS
TO WOR~ AT 10:00 A.M. WILL BE PAID FOR THE ENTIRE WOR~DAY. AN
EMPLOYEE WHO REPORTS TO WORK AT 1:00 P.M. WILL BE PAID FOR HALF THE
WORKDAY. THOSE EMPLOYEES U:JABLE TO REPORT TO WORE MAY USE ACCRUED BUT
UtWSED VACATIC•H, G(•HPE1!SAT·)f('{ TIHE, (•R PER:':\)t!AL LEAVE FOR THAT DAY T•J
COHPLETE A FULL 40-HOUR \•K•R.ICHEEK, t)R THE [lAY !·lAY BE ACC1JUNTED FOR AS
LEAVE iYITY.K•UT PAY. ..

IF AN EMERGENCY IS DECLARED DURING REGULAR WOR~ HOUR2, CAUSED BY
EVEiiTS SUCH AS TC•RHA[;OES, SEVERE SU(•W ST(•HJ·lS, ftiSRUPTF•NS, PO\VER
FAILURE, EXPL•:tSIOtlS, ETt:::,, ENPLtJ'lEES HAY BE DISHI.33ED (tiiLY AFTER AN
ANUC•UNC.E!·1ENT BY EM~-:H AREA VICE PRESIJ)ENT C1R HIS.'HER DESIGNEE.
INDIVIDUAL AREAS OR DEPARTMENTS CA~NOT DISMIS3 EMPLOYEES WITHOUT
AUTY.KtRI:ATit."JN.
IF AN EARLY RELEASE Atni(•TJHGEHE!!T BY THE ARE.-\ VP/DESIGHEE IS HAI•E
[tURING THE ~'/()REING DAY, UHIVERSITY EHPLOYEES ON THE ,JOB RELEASED FROH
toJ(JRK WILL P.E PAID fi'•)R THE REHAiiiitER OF THE lvORI: SHIFT.
EHPLOYEE3 \V'H•J
DESIRE TO LEAVE WORI: BEF(tRE AN EARLY RELEASE ANWJUNCEHEUT IS HADE HAY
REQUEST THIS FRC~ THEIR IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR.
IF APPROVED, THESE
EHPLOYEES HA'{ USE ArX:fHJED BuT U!lU;3ED Vt\GATION, COHPENSATORY TIHE,
PER:':OHAL LEAVE, •)R LEAVE HITHt)liT PAY TO CC•MPLETE THE WORKING DAY.

EHPLOYEES ~YHO ARE REt~UIRED TO 'vORl: BEYOHD THEIR !It)RHAL SHIFT DURING
AH EHERGEIICY WILL BE PAID ACCOFWinGLY.
THiE SPEHT IN N•:•~l-[tUTY
STATUS, SUCH AS SLEEP, WILL NOT BE COMPENSATED.

A SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE PAY POLICIES IN SEVERE WEATHER SITUATIOliS IS
INCLUDED AS PAI1.T (1F TIH::: P(•LICi" A!iD PROCEDURE

• ..
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9'ftermination i.:: related to some cause in whi~h the
admini.::tr~~~ve :.:taff rr.ember.,..J?as no r~Sf•o.:.nsibility for
the outcome (e.g., .::taffing feduction), the Office of
~d~lrli~tfitiiiiSt~tt Personnel 2er~ices will i~l
.i ri.f ~ fr/J/ :t:'H~ Fvf f i ¢¢: l ¢ f/ Pi ti6nri~ .I,' S~it·t·;:; ft,' Zi f:-l i-ti: il ind
endorse the payment of unemployment compensation.

)

3.

In any case where the Director of Personnel S~~~¢tt
Services disagrees with the payment of unemployment
compensation to a former administrative staff member,
the Director will bring the matter to the attention ~f
t~~/~tt~¢t¢t!~t!~~-iriiitt~ti~~/St~it!P~tidriri~l!

~~tti~~¢/~nd the appropriate

area director or vice

president for review.
VACATION Pr"''LICY
All full-time, twelve-motlth, sdministrative staff members earn
vacatian time at the rate of twenty-two days for each year of
service. ALL FULL-TH!E NIUE/TE!i HOHTH ADHIHI3TRATIVE STAFF.
MEMBERS, EXCEPT THOSE EXCLUDED BELOW, EARN VACATION TIME AT THE
RATE OF 1.8~: [1A7S (14 H(ITJRS AND 40 HIIHJTES) PER HO!lTH.
During the
first year of employment, VACATION ACCRUAL t~~/:t:'~~ritfft¢d/~~i~/~t~/
-iit~~~~~~t may not be used until the first year'a employment is
c0mpleted,
Y.Pt ,' ~;I..~V.i-X~J If emph1:,rment beg ins un July 1, 199~, A
TW'ELVE HC•!JTI-1 FULL-TH!E ADHIHISTRATIVE STAFF HEHBER l'iOULD BE
ELIGIBLE TO USE ACCURED VACATION STARTING JULY 1,1993. NIHE/TEH
HO!ITH FULL-TIHE A[IHHIISTRATIVE STAFF HEHBERS HUST •~OHPLETE (•Jm YEAR
OF SERVICE BEF(•RE VACATION HA7 BE USED. ·tli~/~Jit:PX~Yi~/w~-<;;iXd/'P..i/
iXiii~li/t¢!t~~~/ll70!Mi~t~!tZZ.'~~itJ/dilti¢itl~~/0ri!J~Zfll119~3/ff!
~~tlridt!~ii¢tiJI/~tt~tltMclliltitlfi~tl¢fli~~Z~fJit~rit:l~iiitldril~t/
t~i~; t,it.;; /

id /

x:II}{~l4t~l ari~ ,- :Hf /~lriu~r::,;.t;:r:..,; t /~.D.1tl{/

Vacation is earned while a staff member is in an active-pay-status
with Bawling Green State University.
It is not earned while on an
unp~id leave of absence, while under suspension, or while employed
elsewhere.
An annual vacation is important to the well-being of the staff
member. Each staff member is encouraged to use all earned vacation
annually and area supervisors are expected to accommodate such
requests far vacation provided THEY ARE REQUESTED IN ADVANCE AND
the needs of the area are not irnp~ired.
It is expected, however,
that no single vacation leave taken will exceed ~~ consecutive
working days unless approved in advance by the CONTRACTING OFFICER
id~~tili~t.
A staff member's vacati0n balance cannot exceed 35~
hours (44 days) at the end of each fiscal year (June 30 of each
year).
For the convenience of scheduling vacations at the most appropriate
time, area supervisors with the approval of the Pre3ident, Dean, or
a Vice President, may authcri=~ vacation leave in advance of
accumulaied leave, provided that should the staff member terminate
employment, the termination check sh~ll be ·reduced by the amount of
used but unearned vacation.
92
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Va~ation

pay is nat granted in lieu of vacation except at
termination of employment and such terminal compensation will be
paid in a lump sum.
The ma~imum amount of terminal compensation
will be 352 hours (44 days).
In case cf death, unu2ed ~acation will
be paid in accordance with Section ~113.04 of the Ohio Revised Code.

This policy excludes Health Services medical doctors, residence
hall, r~O~·fPLEX COORDIUATOHS, I1IHECTORS A!ID HAITAGERS; ~i;;i,lX/~.lt~¢t~~t:i{ /
~rift/Jtt~it~t~/ and employees whose contract period is for less
than twelve months and who have time off with pay during academic
recess between semesters, during treatst holidays, or summer.
Administrative staff members who are contracted for 1: months but
who work only part of each weet ~arn vacation on a prorated basis.
For example, an employee contracted to work fifty-percent for 12
months and works part of each week, earns vacation at one-half the
normal rate ( 11 DAYS EA(~H YEAR (•R 7 HC•URS AlHr. 30 HINUTES PER
MONTH).
Part-time 1~-month administrative staff members who have
completed t~~~~~~.Iiil~~t/¢1 one full year of service at Bowling
Green State University are eligible to USE ~filii~ earned
vacation.
At the t~~e of separation from employment with the
Universityt part-time administrative staff are ~¢t eligible· for
:r:·a.yrnent of unused v.~cation ·~redi t NUr TO E:•:t:EED TWO YEARS HAXH1UH
ACCRUAL.
The President or Vice Presidents shall be responsible for
implementing this policy, for authori~ing modifications for unusual
circumstances, and for establishing procedures for the maintenan~e
of current vacation leave rec.:.rds.
For the convenience of
scheduling vacations at the most appropriate time, are3 supervisors
with the approval of the Presidentt Dean, or a Vice President, may
authori~e vacation leave in advance of accumulated leave, provided
that should the staff member terminate employment, the termination
check shall be reduced by the amount of used but unearned vacation.
A report should be completed by ~he administrative staff member for
every use of vacation using the Leave Reporting form.
It should be
forwarded to the immediate supervisor for approval and forwarded to
the Payroll Department by the 5th of the month following usage.
Accrued but unused vacation leave balances are r~flected on the
monthly pay check stub.
Questions about the vacation policy and procedures should be
addressed to the Office of Personnel Services.
93
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Administrative Staff Coundl
Personnel Welfare Committee
Annual Report, 1992-93
Membership:
Judy Donald, Conlinuing Education
Dennis Horan, Firelands (first semester)
Vimette House, Alumni Affairs
Barbara Keeley, Health and Human Services
Dan Parratt, Environmental Heallh and Safety
Cindy Puffer, Student Health Center
Theresa Mo:Love, University Computer Services
Lori Schumacher, Payroll
Beverly Stearns, Library Dean's Oifice
Norma Stickler, Academic Affairs, Chair
Linda Swaisgood, Publications
Deb Vetter, Counseling and Career Development Cent.::r
Debra Wells, Universily Computer Services
Mary Belh Zachary, Library
Rich Zera, University Computer Services

Issues Addressed; Recommendations Forwarded:
Health Care Ta3l: For.:e. PWC reviewed the recommendations from
the Health Care Task Force and, aft.?r consultations with administrative staff,
ASC, and the Executive Committee, composed the ASC respc111se to the Task
Force.
Handbook. A subcommittee made a tlwrough review of the
Administrative Staff Handbook for policy changes and updates and for
editorial changes. These changes vvere forwarded for approval by the Board of
Trustees.
Salaries. Several issues relative to salaries, potential salary inequities,
titles, and job descriptions were discussed. Initi.:tlly our suggestion was that
PWC would worl.~ with the new as3istant director of pc?r.sonnel to C\)ndu.:t a
thorough study. Areas to be induLh~d were sabries cc•mmensurate with the
position, salary el-1uity based on se\:, minimum salaries, market adjustment
data, and salary compn~ssion with classified staff. After consultation with
John l\1oore, PWC changt-d its ri:!comn"'endatk·n· to c•ne that called for an·
external agency to cc•ndu.:t si1cb a survey. As of May, 1~~~13, contacts have been
made with an external agency t\) d.:::. the survey.
Va.:atkm Policy. A change in the vacation pctlky wa3 suggested by the
Central Administration to delete reference whi.::h exdudes medical doctors,
residence hall directors, unit dirt-Ll•XS, and employees those contract period is
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for less than twelve mc,nths. PWC reviewed that suggestion and
recommended that the exdusion rem.:1in. This recommendation was
accepted. PWC further recommended that staff members be allowed to take
vacation during their first year. Although a change in the written policy was
not accepted on this point, the vice presidents did assure ASC that in practice
they allow vacation in the first year. ASC then followed up with John :rvioore
regarding arf!as where it Ius not, in fact, been allowed.
Grant/Externally Funded Staff. PWC made a recommendation that
there be a separ.'lte category of administrative staff who have thf! designation
"Grant/Externally Funded Administrative Staff."
Leave Without Pay. PWC recommended a policy on spedalleave
without pay and combined the then-existing handbook policy on long term
leaves with a policy on short-term leaves without pay. A form was also
developed for use in requesting either type of leave.
Day Care. A recornmendatim1 was m.:tde to the E\:ecutive committee
that ASC initiate discussim1s with the other employee and student
constituent groups to join forces on pursuing day care.
Data base /"Profile" of Administrative St:~ff. A recommendation was
made to the Personnel Office via Executive committee that the Personnel .
Services Office begin maintaining a confidential data base of administrative
staff information to assist ASC, Personnel, and the Vice Presidents in
compiling aggregate data about the staff.
Internal Searches Durin~ Period.;; of Layoffs. Based ()11 the ad hoc policy
put in place during the budget cutback time, PWC composed a P•Jlicy to be
used to assist internal candidates in seeLing employment within the
University during times of reductions due to budget problems.
Salary Adjustments for Promotions. A re.:c,mmendation was
forwarded that salary enhancements be mad•? to administrativ;? staff when
they are promoted.
Minimum salarv. A subcommittee studied th·~ question of v.rhether
ASC sh..:::-uld at this tir;1e recornrnend a minimum salary for administrative
staff. There was a determination that a minimum nc't be n?.:omm~nded at
this time. The question should be considered again when the overall study of
administrative staff salaries and p..::-siti\)ns is done.

